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Chapter 8

PRODUCING INDICATORS AND RESULTS,
AND COMPLETING SECTIONS D AND E
OF THE CEQ MASTER WORKBOOK USING
THE CEQ STATA PACKAGE
Sean Higgins

T

his chapter describes the indicators and results used in a CEQ Assessment,
sections D, “Summary of Results,” and E, “Output T
 ables,” of the CEQ Master
Workbook (MWB), and how the results and indicators can be produced and
exported to the CEQ MWB using the CEQ Stata Package.1
The results in sections D and E of the CEQ MWB are designed to answer the
following four questions from a CEQ Assessment, presented in chapter 1 in this
Handbook.2

1. How much income redistribution and poverty reduction is being accomplished
through fiscal policy?3
2. How equalizing and pro-poor are specific taxes and government spending?
3. How effective are taxes and government spending in reducing inequality and
poverty?
4. What is the impact of fiscal reforms that change the size and/or progressivity of a
particular tax or benefit?

Higgins, Aranda, and Li (2017).
Lustig and Higgins (2018).
3
Throughout this handbook, “fiscal policy,” “fiscal instruments,” “taxes and government spending,” “revenue collection and government spending,” “taxes and transfers,” “taxes and benefits,”
and “net fiscal system” are used interchangeably.
1

2
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It is important to note that there are two ways that we recommend treating pensions in CEQ (see chapter 6 in this Handbook).4 To recapitulate, t hese are:
1. Contributory pensions as pure deferred income (PDI);
2. Contributory pensions as a pure government transfer (PGT).
Producing results for a CEQ Assessment requires completing only one set of section E of the MWB, since this single set of results encapsulates both treatments of pensions. Specifically, in the PDI case, prefiscal income is Market Income plus Pensions,
and in the PGT case, prefiscal income is Market Income. The user would thus focus on
results using Market Income plus Pensions as prefiscal income when looking at results
treating pensions as deferred income and on results using Market Income as prefiscal
income when looking at results treating pensions as government transfers. Section D,
on the other hand, automatically creates separate sets of results for the two scenarios
so that results are easier to interpret.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 1 presents preliminary definitions.
Section 2 describes the structure of Sections D and E of the CEQ MWB and defines
the indicators used in a CEQ Assessment. Section 3 describes the suite of user-written
Stata commands that make up the CEQ Stata Package.

1 Basic Concepts
I begin by overviewing some basic concepts that are necessary to understand the discussions later in this chapter.

1.1 Core Income Concepts
The income concepts presented in figure 6-1 of Higgins and Lustig5 are the core income concepts and are the primary income concepts used in a CEQ Assessment. The
income concepts are Market Income, Market Income plus Pensions, Net Market Income, Gross Income, Disposable Income, Taxable Income, Consumable Income, and
Final Income. For example, tracing the change in inequality between Market Income
and Disposable Income shows how direct taxes and transfers affect inequality, while
tracing from Market Income to Consumable Income shows how direct and indirect
taxes, direct transfers, and indirect subsidies affect inequality.

1.2 Fiscal Interventions
“Fiscal interventions” (also known as “fiscal instruments”) refer to any tax, transfer,
or subsidy included in a CEQ Assessment.
4
5

Higgins and Lustig (2018).
Higgins and Lustig (2018), chapter 6 in this Handbook.
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1.3 Income Components
“Income components” refer to elements of income that are not fiscal interventions
(they are not collected or provided by the government), such as labor income or production for own consumption.

1.4 Extended Income Concepts
The extended income concepts consist of additional income concepts constructed by
adding and subtracting individual fiscal interventions or bundles of fiscal interventions from the core income concepts. For example, one extended income concept
would be “Market Income plus Pensions plus conditional cash transfers (CCT).” This
extended income concept is useful because, for example, inequality of Market Income
plus Pensions can be compared to inequality of this extended income concept to see
how CCT affect inequality when we ignore the existence of other direct taxes and
transfers. As a second example, another extended income concept would be “Disposable Income minus CCT”; since Disposable Income already includes CCT, Disposable
Income minus CCT means Disposable Income prior to adding in CCT benefits. This
extended income concept is useful because, for example, inequality of Disposable Income minus CCT can be compared to inequality of Disposable Income to see how
CCT benefits affect inequality when we do take into account the existence of other direct taxes and transfers.

1.5 Initial Income
“Initial income” refers to the income concept prior to adding (subtracting) the transfer (tax) we are focusing on. In the first example above, initial income would be “Market Income plus Pensions.” In the second, initial income would be “Disposable Income
minus CCT.”

1.6 End Income
“End income” refers to the post-tax and transfer income concept that we are using in
a particu lar comparison. In the first example above, end income would be “Market
Income plus Pensions plus CCT.” In the second, end income would be “Disposable
Income.”

1.7 Prefiscal Income
“Prefiscal income” refers to income before any taxes and transfers are accounted for. The
relevant income concept is generally Market Income or Market Income plus Pensions,
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depending on the treatment of pensions. In some instances we also refer to prefiscal
income as “original income.”

1.8 Postfiscal Income
“Postfiscal income” refers to any income concept after at least some taxes and transfers have been accounted for, such as Disposable Income, Consumable Income, Final
Income, or various extended income concepts.

1.9 Marginal Contribution
The “marginal contribution” is defined as the contribution of a particular fiscal intervention to an outcome indicator of interest, such as an inequality or poverty indicator.
It is defined explicitly in box 1-2 by Ali Enami.6 Note that if a fiscal intervention’s
marginal contribution to inequality (poverty) is positive, the intervention is equalizing (poverty-reducing) with respect to whatever end income concept was used, while
if it is negative, the intervention is unequalizing (poverty-increasing).

1.10 Progressivity and Pro-Poorness
Since one of the criteria for evaluating the distributive impact of fiscal policy depends
on the extent of progressivity of taxes and transfers, this is a good place to review the
definitions used in the literature of what constitutes progressive taxes and transfers.
To determine if a tax or transfer is progressive, concentration curves, concentration
coefficients, and the Kakwani7 index are commonly used.
Concentration curves are constructed similarly to Lorenz curves but the difference is that the vertical axis measures the proportion of a tax (transfer) paid (received)
by each quantile. Therefore, concentration curves (for a transfer targeted to the poor,
for example) can be above the diagonal (something that, by definition, could never
happen with a Lorenz curve). Concentration coefficients are calculated in the same
manner as the Gini but with the population ranked by per capita income; for cases
in which the concentration coefficient is above the diagonal, the difference between
the triangle of perfect equality and the area u
 nder the curve is negative, which cannot
occur with the Gini for the income distribution by definition. The data used to
generate concentration curves and coefficients are derived from incidence analyses.
The technical definitions of the Lorenz curve and concentration curve are given in
section 2.2.18 Lorenz Curves and 2.2.19 Concentration Curves.

6
7

Enami (2018b).
Kakwani (1977).
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The terms “progressive” and “regressive” are used in two different senses in the
literature on taxes and transfers. We borrow Lustig, Pessino, and Scott’s (2014) concise
summary here:
The progressivity/regressivity of a transfer can be measured in absolute terms by
comparing the amount of transfers across quantiles or it can be defined in relative terms by comparing transfers as a percentage of the (pre-transfer) income of
each quantile. In the tax incidence literature, where the fiscal application of the
terms progressive and regressive originated, they are used exclusively in the relative sense. In the benefit (and tax-benefit) incidence literature, it is common practice to use the absolute as well as the relative concepts.8

Since the CEQ assesses the progressivity of both taxes and transfers, we have opted for
the relative definition. Hence, a transfer is progressive when the proportion received
(as a percentage of prefiscal income) decreases with income. This is consistent with an
intuitively appealing principle: in a world with no reranking, a transfer or tax is defined as progressive (regressive) if applying that tax or transfer alone results in a less
(more) unequal distribution than that of prefiscal income.
We distinguish between transfers that are progressive in absolute terms and progressive in relative terms. In particular:
1. A tax is everywhere progressive (regressive) if the proportion paid—in relation to
prefiscal income—increases (decreases) as income rises.9 In practice, taxes are not
everywhere progressive; for example, if one household manages to evade the tax while
another household with slightly lower income and another with slightly higher
income do not, the definition of being everywhere progressive w
 ill be v iolated. A
tax is globally progressive (regressive) if its concentration curve lies everywhere
below (above) the prefiscal income Lorenz curve. A necessary but not sufficient condition for this is that the concentration coefficient is positive and larger (smaller)
than the prefiscal income Gini. This necessary but not sufficient condition is equivalent to saying that the Kakwani index, defined for taxes as the tax concentration
coefficient minus the prefiscal income Gini, will be positive (negative) if a tax is globally progressive (regressive).
Note that the concentration curve of the tax may cross the prefiscal income
Lorenz curve, in which case it is ambiguous (neither progressive nor regressive). Its
concentration coefficient may be either less than or greater than the prefiscal income Gini. Hence, we use concentration curves—and not concentration coefficients
or Kakwani indices alone—to determine progressivity.

8
9

Lustig, Pessino, and Scott (2014, p. 290).
For more on the concept of a tax being everywhere progressive, see Duclos (2008).
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2. A transfer is everywhere progressive if the proportion received—in relation to prefiscal income—decreases as income rises. There are two types of progressive transfers: absolute and relative. A transfer w
 ill be progressive in absolute terms if the per
capita amount received decreases as income rises. A transfer w
 ill be progressive
only in relative terms if the proportion received in relation to prefiscal income decreases as income rises but not so the per capita transfer. Again, transfers in practice are usually not everywhere progressive because someone might not receive the
transfer, while a slightly poorer and a slightly richer person both do. A transfer is
globally progressive in absolute terms if its concentration curve lies everywhere
above the 45-degree line. A necessary but not sufficient condition for this is that
the concentration coefficient is negative, or equivalently that the Kakwani index,
defined for transfers as the prefiscal income Gini minus the transfer’s concentration
coefficient, is positive and higher than the prefiscal income Gini.10 A transfer is
globally progressive in relative terms if its concentration curve lies everywhere between the prefiscal income Lorenz curve and the 45-degree line. A necessary but
not sufficient condition for this is that the concentration coefficient is positive and
lower than the prefiscal income Gini, or equivalently that the Kakwani index is
positive if a transfer is progressive in relative terms.
If the concentration curve of a transfer crosses the 45-degree line (this could
be from above or below and any number of times) but still lies everywhere above
the prefiscal income Lorenz curve, it is unambiguously progressive, but we cannot
say unambiguously whether it is progressive in absolute terms, even if its concentration coefficient is negative.
3. A transfer is everywhere regressive if the proportion received—in relation to initial
income—increases as income rises. Again, in practice transfers w
 ill not be everywhere regressive. A transfer is globally regressive if the concentration curve lies
everywhere below the prefiscal income Lorenz curve. A necessary but not sufficient
condition for this is that the concentration coefficient is positive and greater than
the Market Income Gini, or equivalently, that the Kakwani index is negative.
If the concentration curve of a transfer crosses the Market Income Lorenz
curve, we cannot unambiguously say that the transfer is progressive or regressive.
Its concentration coefficient may be e ither less than or greater than the initial income Gini. Hence, we use concentration curves—and not concentration coefficients
or Kakwani indices alone—to determine progressivity.

The index originally proposed by Kakwani (1977) measures only the progressivity of taxes. It is
defined as the tax’s concentration coefficient minus the prefiscal income Gini. To adapt to the
measurement of transfers, Lambert (1985) suggests that in the case of transfers it should be defined as prefiscal income Gini minus the concentration coefficient (the negative of the definition
for taxes) to make the index positive whenever the change is progressive.
10
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4. A tax or transfer w
 ill be neutral (in relative terms) if the distribution of the tax or
the transfer coincides with the distribution of prefiscal income. A necessary but not
sufficient condition for this is that the concentration coefficient is equal to the prefiscal income Gini. Equivalently, the Kakwani index will equal zero if a tax or transfer is neutral.
The four cases are illustrated in figure 8-1, where we assume that prefiscal income
is Market Income.
As shown in Enami, Lustig, and Aranda (2018), chapter 2 in this Handbook, and
in Enami (2018a), chapter 3 in this Handbook, however, a progressive tax or transfer is
not necessarily equalizing. Furthermore, it is not necessarily poverty-reducing, and
Higgins and Lustig, chapter 4 in this Handbook, show that even if a tax and transfer
system is poverty-reducing and progressive, it can still make a substantial portion of
the poor poorer, as well as make some non-poor poor.

1.11 Deciles
Each decile represents 10 p
 ercent of the population. Individuals are ordered by income from poorest to richest, with the “first decile” referring to the poorest decile,
and the “tenth decile” referring to the richest. The CEQ Stata Package automatically
produces deciles. If you are producing deciles on your own for any additional calculations, note that the division should be done such that the expanded population in each
decile, rather than the number of raw observations in each decile, is equal (or approximately equal). The “expanded population” refers to the number of individuals (not
households) when the appropriate expansion factors are applied to each observation.11
Individuals in the same h
 ousehold should be kept in the same decile, whereas individuals in different h
 ouseholds with the same income may be arbitrarily allocated to
different deciles if they are near the cut-off, in order to keep decile sizes approximately
equal. This is not possible with Stata’s built-in command xtile, and is best accomplished with Osorio’s (2007) user-written command quantiles.12 Let the dataset be
at the individual level (each observation is an individual rather than household), and
let h
 ousehold per capita Market Income be saved as ym, the variable containing the
identifying code for each household be called hh͟code, and the variable containing
 ill create
the expansion factor be called s͟weight. Then, the following command w
Market Income deciles following the instructions above, and create a new categorical

Expansion factors are a type of sampling weight. Sampling weights re-weight the sample to account for the nonrandom stratified sample design. Expansion f actors are sampling weights that
are scaled such that they sum to the total population of the country (if the survey is representative at the national level).
12
To install, type ssc install quantiles in Stata’s command window.
11
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Figure 8-1
Concentration Curves for Progressive and Regressive Transfers and Taxes
Panel A: Transfers
1

Cumulative share of income and transfers

Globally progressive transfer in absolute terms
(pro-poor): Per capita benefit declines with pretransfer income (not necessarily everywhere)
Concentration curve lies above the diagonal
Concentration coefficient < 0
Kakwani index > 0

Transfer neutral in absolute terms: Per
capita benefit is equal for everyone.
Concentration curve coincides
with the diagonal

Globally progressive transfer: Benefits as a share of
pre-transfer income declines with income (not
necessarily everywhere)
Concentration curve lies above pre-transfers
Lorenz curve
Concentration coefficient < Gini for pretransfer income
Kakwani index > 0

Concentration coefficient = 0

Pre-transfer Lorenz curve

Proportional transfer: Benefit as a
share of pre-transfer income is the
same for everyone
Concentration curve coincides
with the pre-transfer Lorenz curve
Concentration coefficient =
Gini for pre-transfer income
Kakwani index = 0

Globally regressive transfer: Benefit as a share
of pre-transfer income increases with income
(not necessarily everywhere)
Concentration curve lies below market income
Lorenz curve
Concentration coefficient > Gini for pretransfer income
Kakwani index < 0

0
0

1
Cumulative share of population (ordered by market income)

Panel B: Taxes
1

Cumulative share of income and taxes

Poll tax: Per capita tax is equal for everyone (very
regressive)
Concentration curve coincides with the diagonal
Concentration coefficient = 0
Kakwani index < 0
Globally regressive tax: Tax as a share of market income declines
with income (not necessarily everywhere)
Concentration curve lies above pretax Lorenz curve
Concentration coefficient < Gini for market income
Kakwani index < 0

Proportional tax: Tax as a share of market income is the
same for everyone
Concentration curve coincides with the pretax Lorenz
curve
Concentration coefficient = Gini for market
income
Kakwani index = 0

Pretax Lorenz curve

0

Globally progressive tax: Tax as a share
of market income rises with income
(not necessarily everywhere)
Concentration curve lies below
pretax Lorenz curve
Concentration coefficient > Gini for
Market income
Kakwani index < 0

0

1
Cumulative share of population (ranked by pretax income)

Source: Enami, Lustig, and Aranda (2018).
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variable called ym͟decile containing the decile of each observation (the new variable w
 ill be an integer ranging from 1 to 10):
quantiles ym [iw=s͟weight], gen(ym͟decile) n(10) k(hh͟code)

Some output tables are non-anonymous; in other words, they follow identified individuals, so that, for example, the first decile always refers to the poorest 10 percent of
the population by prefiscal income. Thus, for instance, on the Concentration sheets
(e.g., sheets D5, E10) we are looking at the change in incomes caused by various taxes
and transfers to the incomes of identified individuals: we want to know by how much
the incomes of t hose who are initially in the poorest 10 percent, e tc., changed. On the
other hand, other tables are anonymous so we allow reranking between income concepts. For example, on the Lorenz sheets (e.g., sheet E3) we are comparing the Market
Incomes of the poorest 10 percent of the population ranked by Market Income to the
Disposable Incomes of the poorest 10 percent of the population ranked by Disposable
Income, even though t hese may not be the same individuals.

1.12 Poverty Lines
All poverty lines are absolute and income-or consumption-based. By default, sections
D and E use the following poverty lines corresponding to the 2005 International
Comparison Program (ICP): the standard international poverty lines of US$1.25 dollars
per person per day in purchasing power parity (PPP) adjusted 2005 U.S. dollars (which
we call “ultra-poverty”), US$2.50 PPP per person per day (extreme poverty), and US$4
PPP per person per day (moderate poverty). The latter corresponds to the moderate
poverty line commonly used for middle-income countries such as those in Latin
America.13 These poverty line defaults can be changed using options in the CEQ Stata
Package commands. For example, if the user is d
 oing a PPP conversion using the 2011
ICP and wants to use the World Bank’s extreme poverty line of US$1.90 PPP per day
in 2011 dollars,14 she can do this using the options described in sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.5.
Note that, since these defaults correspond to the 2005 ICP, they may be updated
in the future. Recently, the World Bank has established the new official US$1.90 PPP
per day extreme poverty line that corresponds to the 2011 ICP, and researchers at the
World Bank recommend also using the US$3.20 PPP per day and US$5.50 PPP per day.
Check the help files of the CEQ Stata Package to verify the current defaults.
We also include results using national poverty lines, which preferably distinguish
between urban and rural areas and possibly by regions, and “other poverty lines,” such as
those calculated by an international organization for the country. The options for t hese

13
14

See Ferreira and others (2013).
Ferreira and o
 thers (2016).
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poverty lines in the CEQ Stata Package accept both scalars (if the line is fixed across the
country) or variables (for lines that vary, for example, by region or h
 ousehold).
The CEQ Stata Package makes PPP conversions automatically, as described in detail in section 3. If the user wishes to manually make PPP conversions for additional
calculations, the instructions are as follows.

1.12.1 PPP Conversions Using 2005 ICP
To convert the international poverty lines in PPP adjusted 2005 U.S. dollars per day into
poverty lines in local currency per month or year of a specific survey year:
1. Multiply the number that is in 2005 PPP per day by the 2005 PPP conversion rate to
convert the international poverty lines into 2005 local currency. The PPP conversion factor should be based on private consumption rather than GDP; this factor
can be obtained from the World Development Indicators (WDI) Databank using
the series “2005 PPP conversion factor, private consumption (LCU per international
dollar)” and selecting the year 2005.
2. Use the country’s consumer price index (CPI) to convert the poverty lines in 2005
local currency to survey year local currency. The WDI currently anchors its CPI
numbers at the year 2010 (see the series “consumer price index (2010 = 100)”); multiply the poverty line in 2005 local currency by the ratio of the CPI for the survey
year divided by the CPI for 2005.
3. If converting to the daily poverty lines to monthly currency (for use with monthly
income or consumption data), multiply by 365/12. If converting to yearly currency
(for use with yearly income or consumption data), multiply by 365.
In sum, the yearly international poverty line in local currency is equal to the 2005 PPP
per day poverty line times the 2005 PPP conversion factor (of 2005 local currency units
per 2005 PPP dollar), times the country’s CPI of the survey year over the CPI of 2005,
times 365 days per year.
For example, in the case of Brazil, the h
 ousehold survey data used for analysis
is 2009, its private consumption-based PPP conversion factor for 2005 is 1.571 Brazilian reais (in 2005) = US$1 PPP (in 2005), the CPI for 2009 is 95.203, and the CPI for
2005 (the base year) is 79.560, so the US$4 PPP per day (using the 2005 ICP) international poverty line would be converted into 2009 local currency (reais) per year as
follows:
$4 PPP 1.571reais 95.203 365 days 2745.20 reais
=
*
*
*
1day
$1 PPP 79.560 1 year
1 year
Thus, the US$4 PPP per day international poverty line is equivalent to 2,745.20 reais
(in 2009) per year.
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The CEQ Stata Package includes a command to facilitate these conversions:

c
 eqppp, which makes use of the user-written program wbopendata to pull PPP

conversion factors and CPI numbers directly from WDI.15 Thus, both the CEQ Stata
Package and wbopendata need to be installed; to install them use the following Stata
code:
update all
ssc install ceq, replace
ssc install wbopendata, replace

The advantages of obtaining the necessary statistics for a PPP conversion directly
in Stata are efficiency and avoiding rounding error. The syntax of the command is as
follows:
ceqppp, country(string) baseyear(real) surveyyear(real) locals

The command has the following four options:
Option

Description

country(string)

Three-letter country code (see help wbopendata)

baseyear(real)

Base year for PPP conversion (either 2005 or 2011)

surveyyear(real) Year of household survey
locals

Store t hese numbers as locals

In Stata, see help ceqppp for more details.
To use ceqppp for the above conversion of the US$4 PPP (using the 2005 ICP)
poverty line to local currency for Brazil, the syntax would be:
ceqppp, country("bra") baseyear(2005) surveyyear(2009) locals

Since the locals command was included, the 2005 local currency to 2005 PPP conversion f actor will be saved in the local `ppp', the CPI for the base year in `cpibase',
 ese can now be used as follows:
and the CPI for the survey year in `cpisurvey'. Th
local z = 4 // PPP poverty line to be converted
local z͟LCU = `z'*`ppp'*(`cpisurvey'/`cpibase')*365

Note that the ceqppp command can also be used to feed the 2005 local currency to
the 2005 PPP conversion factor, CPI for the base year, and CPI for the survey year di15

Azevedo (2011).
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rectly into the results-producing commands in the CEQ Stata Package, as described in
detail in t hese commands’ help files and in section 3.2.3 PPP Conversion Options.
To instead convert numbers from survey-year local currency to 2005 PPP dollars
per day (for example, to learn the value of a national poverty line in PPP per day for
international comparisons, or to report benefits in PPP dollars per day), follow the reverse sequence. Specifically:
1. If the survey-year local currency numbers are yearly, divide by 365 to obtain local
currency per day. If the numbers are monthly, divide by 365/12 to obtain local currency per day.
2. Divide by the ratio of the CPI for the survey year divided by the CPI for 2005, using
the series “consumer price index (2010 = 100)” from WDI to convert survey-year
local currency per day to 2005 local currency per day.
3. Divide by the consumption-based 2005 PPP conversion factor (using the series
“2005 PPP conversion f actor, private consumption (LCU per international dollar)”
from WDI) to convert 2005 local currency per day to 2005 PPP dollars per day.

1.12.2 PPP Conversions Using 2011 ICP
To convert the international poverty lines in PPP adjusted 2011 U.S. dollars per day into
poverty lines in local currency per month or year of a specific survey year:
1. Multiply the number that is in 2011 PPP per day by the 2011 PPP conversion rate to
convert the international poverty lines into 2011 local currency. The PPP conversion factor should be based on private consumption rather than GDP; this factor
can be obtained from the WDI Databank (http://databank.worldbank.org) using
the series “PPP conversion factor, private consumption (LCU per international
dollar)” using the year 2011.
2. Use the country’s CPI to convert the poverty lines in 2011 local currency to survey year local currency. The WDI now anchors its CPI numbers at the year 2010
(see the series “consumer price index (2010 = 100)”); multiply the poverty line in
2011 local currency by the ratio of the CPI for the survey year divided by the CPI
for 2011.
3. If converting to the daily poverty lines to monthly currency (for use with monthly
income or consumption data), multiply by 365/12. If converting to yearly currency
(for use with yearly income or consumption data), multiply by 365.
In sum, the yearly international poverty line in local currency is equal to the 2011 PPP
per day poverty line times the 2011 PPP conversion factor (of 2011 local currency units
per 2011 PPP dollar), times the country’s CPI of the survey year over the CPI of 2011,
times 365 days per year.
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For example, in the case of Brazil, the household survey data used for analysis is
2009, its private consumption-based PPP conversion factor for 2011 is 1.6587826 Brazilian reais (in 2011) = US$1 PPP (in 2011), the CPI for 2009 is 95.203354, and the CPI
for 2011 (the base year) is 106.6362, so the US$1.90 PPP per day (using the 2011 ICP)
international poverty line would be converted into 2009 local currency (reais) per year
as follows:
$1.90 PPP 1.6587826 reais 95.203354 365 days 1027.0309 reais
=
*
*
*
1day
$1 PPP
106.6362
1 year
1 year
Thus, the US$1.90 PPP per day international poverty line is equivalent to 1027.03 reais
(in 2009) per year.
This conversion can also be done efficiently in Stata using the ceqppp command by
following the example above, replacing baseyear(2005) with baseyear(2011) in
the ceqppp options, and replacing local z = 1.90.
To instead convert numbers from survey-year local currency to 2011 PPP dollars
per day (for example, to learn the value of a national poverty line in PPP per day for
international comparisons, or to report benefits in PPP dollars per day), follow the reverse sequence. Specifically:
1. If the survey-year local currency numbers are yearly, divide by 365 to obtain local
currency per day. If the numbers are monthly, divide by 365/12 to obtain local currency per day.
2. Divide by the ratio of the CPI for the survey year divided by the CPI for 2011, using
the series “consumer price index (2010 = 100)” from WDI to convert survey-year
local currency per day to 2011 local currency per day.
3. Divide by the consumption-based PPP conversion factor of 2011 (using the series
“PPP conversion factor, private consumption (LCU per international dollar)” from
WDI) to convert 2011 local currency per day to 2011 PPP dollars per day.

1.13 Income Groups
We define a set of income groups, beginning (by default, but the cut-offs can be changed
using the CEQ Stata Package options) with the three poor groups defined above: the
ultra-poor (household per capita income less than US$1.25 PPP per day), the extreme
poor (household per capita income greater than or equal to US$1.25 PPP per day and
less than US$2.50 PPP per day), the moderate poor (household per capita income
greater than or equal to US$2.50 PPP per day but less than US$4 PPP per day). The non-
poor income groups are the vulnerable (household per capita income greater than or
equal to US$4 PPP per day and less than US$10 PPP per day), the m
 iddle class (house
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hold per capita income greater than or equal to US$10 PPP per day but less than
US$50 PPP per day), and the rich (household per capita income greater than US$50 PPP
per day). The naming conventions for t hese income groups w
 ere adopted with middle-
income countries, particularly those in Latin America, in mind.
The US$1.25 PPP per day line (using the 2005 ICP) represents approximately the
average national poverty line of the bottom fifteen low-
income, less-
developed
16
countries; thus in the context of middle-income countries we call those living on less
than US$1.25 PPP per day the “ultra-poor.” The US$2.50 and US$4 PPP per day poverty lines are commonly used as extreme and moderate poverty lines for Latin Amer
ica and roughly correspond to the median official extreme and moderate poverty lines
in those countries.17 The US$10 PPP per day line is the upper bound of those vulnerable to falling into poverty (and thus the lower bound of the m
 iddle class) in three
Latin American countries, calculated by Lopez-Calva and Ortiz-Juarez (2014). Ferreira and others (2013) find that an income of around US$10 PPP also represents the
income at which individuals in various Latin American countries tend to self-identify
as belonging to the m
 iddle class and consider this a further justification for using it as
the lower bound of the m
 iddle class. The US$10 PPP per day line was also used as the
lower bound of the m
 iddle class in Latin America in Birdsall (2010) and in developing
countries in all regions of the world in Kharas (2010). The US$50 PPP per day line is
the upper bound of the middle class proposed by Ferreira and o
 thers (2013).
Note that since t hese defaults correspond to the 2005 ICP, they may be updated in
the f uture. Check the help files of the CEQ Stata Package to verify the current defaults.

1.14 Sampling Weights and Stratification
Since most surveys are not s imple random samples, calculations must always include
sampling weights (specifically, expansion f actors). If our expansion f actors variable
is called s _ weight, we implement this by adding [pw=s͟weight] to our command. Some commands in Stata do not work with pweights (sampling weights), so
one must instead use iweights (importance weights) or aweights (analytic
weights). For the CEQ Stata Package commands, pweights should be used. For
other commands in the sample Stata code included in this chapter, we always specify
which weight is possible with the command being used.
When standard errors are being calculated, the complex stratified sample design
must be taken into account. For standard error estimations, using the sampling weights
is not sufficient. The survey should have, in addition to the commonly used variable
for each observation’s sampling weight, a variable for the primary sampling unit and
the strata (note that in some surveys, particularly t hose using a two-stage sampling
16
17

Chen and Ravallion (2010).
CEDLAS and World Bank (2012); Ferreira and o
 thers (2013).
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design, the primary sampling unit will be the household). In Stata, the survey sample
design variables (sampling weight, strata, and primary sampling unit) can be saved
with the dataset using the svyset command (followed by the save command so
that the next time the dataset is opened, Stata w
 ill remember the survey sampling
design). Once the survey sample design is saved in the dataset, commands that are
designed to produce standard errors that account for stratification and clustering can
be told to account for them using the svy: prefix. In addition, the CEQ Stata Package commands and some other user-written commands such as those that are part of
the Distributive Analysis Stata Package (DASP)18 automatically use the information
about sampling weights, strata, and primary sampling units. However, for programs
not in the CEQ Stata Package or DASP, the user should never assume—without consulting the command’s help file—t hat the command automatically incorporates the
survey sampling design information.
Let the sampling weight variable in our dataset be saved as s͟weight, the strata
be saved as s͟strata, and the primary sampling unit be saved as s͟unit (in two-
stage complex sampling designs, the primary sampling unit is often the household).
Then the syntax for saving the sampling information would be:
svyset s͟unit [pw=s͟weight], strata(s͟strata)

 fter saving, closing, and reopening the dataset, one can make sure that the survey
A
sampling design is saved in the dataset by typing svydes.
Note that the CEQ Stata commands provide two ways to use the sampling weights
and stratification variables: either they can be supplied using svyset as described
above, or they can be supplied directly to the CEQ Stata commands using the normal
weight syntax and the options psu() and strata() for the primary sampling unit and
strata, respectively.

2 The CEQ Master Workbook Sections D and E
This section describes sections D, “Summary of Results,” and E, “Output T
 ables,” of
the CEQ Master Workbook, which is available online in part IV of this Handbook;
CEQ Institute (2018).

2.1 Structure
Section E is produced using the CEQ Stata Package, a user-written suite of Stata commands. Th
 ese commands are described in detail in section 3. To automatically transfer
the results to Section E of the CEQ MWB, Stata 13 or newer is required. To automati18

Araar and Duclos (2013).
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cally transfer graphs for certain sheets of section E, Stata 14.1 is required (users with
Stata 13 can nevertheless produce the graphs using the CEQ Stata Package commands
and manually add them to the sheet; Stata 14.0 users only need to type update all
in the Stata command window). Section E contains a wealth of information, which can
easily become overwhelming for the user; hence, section D summarizes the main results from section E.
The production of section D is also automated, using Excel formulas to pull the
relevant results from section E once the latter is produced using the CEQ Stata Package. This linking procedure, written in Visual Basic, is embedded in the section D
Excel files and has been tested on both Mac OS and Windows. Instructions for the
linking can be found on the CEQ website (www.commitmentoequity.org) and in
part IV of the Handbook (available online).19
Tables 8-1 and 8-2 describe the contents of sections D and E of the CEQ MWB.

2.2 Indicators
In chapter 1 of this Handbook, we describe how the indicators fit under each of the
four question that a CEQ Assessment seeks to answer; the questions are reprinted h
 ere
20
for convenience.
1. How much income redistribution and poverty reduction is being accomplished
through fiscal policy?
2. How equalizing and pro-poor are specific taxes and government spending?
3. How effective are taxes and government spending in reducing inequality and
poverty?
4. What is the impact of fiscal reforms that change the size and/or progressivity of a
particular tax or benefit?
 ecause the indicators from each category span various sheets of sections D and E of
B
the CEQ MWB, and because particular sheets include indicators from various categories, in this section the organization reflects the ordering of sheets in the CEQ MWB
rather than the categorization based on the four questions above.
The typical indicators of a standard incidence analysis are measures of marginal
contributions of fiscal interventions (including both individual interventions and
broad aggregates) to inequality and poverty, incidence (the share of taxes paid or
transfers received as a proportion of income), concentration coefficients or shares (by

It was developed by Maynor Cabrera and Sandra Martinez-Aguilar, with research assistance
from Cristina Carrera.
20
Lustig and Higgins (2018).
19
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Table 8-1
CEQ Master Workbook: Contents of Section D Summary Results
D1. Inequality and poverty; inequality of opportunity; fiscal impoverishment, and
fiscal gains to the poor (for core income concepts)
D2. CEQ effectiveness indicators between core income concepts
D3. Vertical inequality and reranking
D4. Incidence and net payers/net beneficiaries by decile and income group, with
households ranked by pre-fiscal
D5. Concentration shares and cumulative concentration shares: By decile and
income group, with households ranked by pre-fiscal income
D6. Income distribution for core income concepts: By decile and income group
D7. Fiscal profiles for core income concepts (graphs): Net payers and net beneficiaries, fiscal incidence curves, and fiscal mobility curves by decile
D8. Marginal contributions of each fiscal intervention to inequality, and poverty
(accordion, for disposable, consumable, and final income)
D9a. Coverage and distribution of benefits and beneficiaries by program ranked by
disposable income group (accordion)
D9b. Coverage and distribution of benefits and beneficiaries by program at disposable income (accordion)
D10. Fiscal mobility matrices by income groups
D11. Education enrollment rates ranked by disposable income
D12. Infrastructure access ranked by disposable income
D13. Lorenz curves (graphs)
D14. Concentration curves (graphs)
D15. Cumulative distribution functions of income (graphs)
D16. Comparison over time
D17. Comparison with other studies

decile, income group, quintile, and income bin) of specific or overall taxes and transfers, and measures of progressivity.
One value added by the CEQ framework is the extent of indicators we produce
to unpack the redistributive effects seen in the commonly used measures of progressivity, poverty, and inequality; furthermore, these indicators are automatically produced by the CEQ Stata Package. The indicators are estimated for each of the CEQ
income concepts from Market Income (before any taxes and transfers) to Final Income
(after direct and indirect taxes, direct cash and near-cash transfers, indirect subsidies,
and benefits from public spending on education and health); in addition, some are
computed for extended income concepts, such as the income defined by adding one
particular transfer to Market Income. Other indicators are calculated for the fiscal
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 able 8-2
T
CEQ Master Workbook: Contents of Section E Output T
 ables
E1. Descriptive statistics for core income concepts and fiscal interventions
E2. Population for core income concepts
E2b. Population for extended income concepts (one for each core income concept)
E3. Inequality, poverty and distribution of income for core income concepts
E4. Inequality of opportunity for core income concepts
E5. Fiscal impoverishment for core income concepts
E6. Fiscal gains to the poor between core income concepts
E7. Statistical significance of changes in inequality and poverty between core income concepts
E8. Dominance tests of changes in inequality and poverty between core income concepts
E9. CEQ effectiveness indicators between core income concepts
E10. Incidence and concentration shares for core income concepts with households ranked
by each core income concept (one for each core income concept)
E11. Incidence and concentration shares for each fiscal intervention with households
ranked by each core income concept (one for each core income concept)
E12. Inequality, poverty, and distribution of income for extended income concepts (one sheet
for each core income concept)
E13. Marginal contributions of each fiscal intervention to inequality, vertical equity, reranking
and poverty (one for each core income concept)
E14. CEQ effectiveness indicators for each fiscal intervention with respect to each core income
concept (one for each core income concept)
E15. Covariance between core income concepts, fiscal interventions and fractional rank (one
for each core income concept)
E16. Statistical significance of changes in inequality and poverty for extended income concepts
(one for each core income concept)
E17. Dominance tests of changes in inequality and poverty for extended income concepts
(one for each core income concept)
E18. Coverage and distribution of benefits and beneficiaries across income groups for each
fiscal intervention (one for each core income concept)
E19. Coverage and distribution of benefits and beneficiaries across income groups for each
fiscal intervention (accordion; one for each core income concept)
E20. Educational enrollment by education level and income group (one for each core
income concept)
E21. Infrastructure access by income group (one for each core income concept)
E22. Household socio-demographic indicators (one for each core income concept)
E23. Individual socio-demographic indicators (one for each core income concept)
E24. Lorenz and concentration curves for pre and post fisc income concepts (graphs)
E25. Concentration curves of fiscal interventions ranked by each core income concept (graphs)
E26. Cumulative distribution functions of core income concepts (graphs)
E27. Fiscal impoverishment and gains to the poor curves (graphs)
E28. Assumption testing: Test how assumptions used to construct income concepts affect
inequality, poverty, distribution
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interventions themselves with respect to the distribution of a particu lar core income
concept. Table 8-3 summarizes these indicators.
I now turn to the specific indicators in the results sheets (sections D and E) of the
CEQ MWB. Expansion f actors are omitted from all equations for notational simplicity, but are of course included in the estimation of all indicators by the CEQ Stata Package as long as the sampling weights are supplied to the command using svyset or
the standard [pweight = ...] weights syntax.

2.2.1 Inequality
Sheets D1, D2, E3, E12, and E28 include the following inequality indicators: the Gini,
S-Gini, Theil, and 90/10 indices.
Graphically, the Gini is represented by twice the area between the Market Income
Lorenz curve and the line of equality. The Market Income Lorenz curve maps the cumulative share of Market Income on the vertical axis against the cumulative share of
the population, ordered by Market Income, on the horizontal axis. The Lorenz curve
1
equals 2 ∫0 ( p − L( p)) dp , where p is the cumulative proportion of the total population
when individuals are ordered in increasing income values using Market Income
(graphically, p is also equivalent to the line of perfect equality) and L(p) is the Lorenz
curve.
1
The absolute Gini is equal to the Gini times mean income, 2 µ ∫0 ( p − L( p)) dp,
where μ is mean income.
The S-Gini is a single-parameter generalization of the Gini index,21 which includes
an aversion to inequality parameter. It equals
1

1− v(v −1)∫0 (1− p)v − z L( p)d( p) for 1 < v < ∞ and 0 for v = 1.
When 1 < v < 2, the indices place relatively greater weight on individuals ranked at the
top of the income distribution. When v = 2, the index corresponds to the popular Gini
coefficient. When v increases t oward ∞, more weight is placed on Lorenz ordinates at
the lower end of the distribution. In the limit, as v → ∞, all the social weight is focused
on the income share of the poorest individual. Geometrically, the difference in the
value of S-Gini indices for two income distributions corresponds to the weighted integral of the area between the Lorenz curve and the line of perfect equality, with the
weight determined by v.22
We include results for various parameters of v: 1, 1.25, 1.5, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 5, 6, 7.5, and
10. Th
 ese are based on a review of the literature. Using the CPS March Demographic
files for 1978, 1988, and 1998, Barrett and Donald (2009) present several members of the
S-Gini indices with v = 1.25, 2, 2.5, 3.5 in order to capture a broad range of normative
positions. Based on simulated samples, Demuynck (2012) presents S-Gini indices with
21

See Donaldson and Weymark (1980, 1983); Kakwani (1980); Yitzhaki (1983).
Barrett and Donald (2009).

22
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Table 8-3
Summary of Indicators

Indicator
Descriptive statistics (for example,
mean, median, standard deviation,
proportion with non-zero values)
Population totals by income decile,
group, centile, and bin for various
income concepts
Inequality and poverty measures for
each income concept
Per capita income, shares, cumulative
shares, concentration shares, and
fiscal incidence by decile, group,
centile, and bin
Inequality of opportunity
Fiscal impoverishment and fiscal gains
to the poor1
Statistical significance comparing
poverty and inequality across income
concepts
Effectiveness indicators2
Marginal contribution of each fiscal
intervention to inequality, poverty, e tc.
Dominance tests of income
distributions
Coverage of fiscal interventions (e.g.,
percent of poor receiving a transfer)
Leakage of fiscal interventions (e.g.,
percent of benefits g oing to non-poor)
Education enrollment rates by income
group
Infrastructure access by income group
Sociodemographic characteristics by
income decile, group, centile, and bin
Lorenz curves
Concentration curves
Cumulative distribution functions
Fiscal impoverishment and fiscal gains
to the poor curves3

Core
income
concepts

Extended
income
concepts

Fiscal
interventions

X

. . . 

X

X

X

...

X

. . . 

...

X

X

X

X
X

. . . 
. . . 

...
...

X

X

...

X
. . . 

X
. . . 

...
X

X

X

...

. . . 

. . . 

X

. . . 

. . . 

X

X

. . . 

...

X
X

. . . 
. . . 

...
...

X
X
X
X

. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 

...
X
...
...

1. See Higgins and Lustig (2016).
2. See Enami (2018b), chapter 5 of this Handbook.
3. See Higgins and Lustig (2016).
. . . = Not applicable
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v = 1.5, 2, 5, 7.5 and 10. The parameters employed by Duclos and Araar (2005) for illustration are 1, 2, 3, and 6. The parameters employed in Giorgi, Palmitesta, and Provasi
(2006) for illustration are 1.5, 2, 2.5 3, 4, and 5.
The Theil index, also known as the Theil’s T index, is a member of the family of
generalized entropy inequality measures, with the parameter θ = 1. Hence, it is sometimes written as GE(1), and is defined as
GE(1) =

1 n yi ⎛ yi ⎞
∑ ln
n i =1 y ⎜⎝ y ⎟⎠

where yi is individual i’s (household per capita) income, using whichever income concept the Theil is being calculated for, and y denotes average income. Note that, because
it takes the logarithm of income, the Theil cannot include observations with zero income. This is particularly problematic for fiscal incidence analysis, since some
households may have zero Market Income but positive Gross Income (receiving all income from transfers, for example). When this occurs, t hose with zero Market Income
are not included in the Theil for Market Income, but if they have non-zero Gross Income, they are included in the Theil for Gross Income, leading the two to be estimated
over different populations. The alternative of not including any h
 ouseholds with zero
Market Income in e ither inequality estimate is also unsatisfactory. As a result, we estimate but do not focus on the inequality results using the Theil index.
The 90/10 measures how the relatively rich fare compared to the relatively poor.
Specifically, a fter dividing the population into one hundred income percentiles, the
90/10 is calculated as the average income of t hose in the 90th percentile divided by the
average income of those in the 10th percentile.

2.2.2 Inequality of Opportunity
Sheets D1 and E4 measure ex-ante inequality of opportunity based on circumstance
sets.23 First, circumstance sets are identified: for example, one circumstance set could be
{female, black, parents w
 ere college graduates, urban}: all individuals with those four
traits are grouped together in that circumstance set. Circumstances are predetermined
factors that are not dependent on an individual’s effort, such as race, gender, and parents’ education or parents’ income. Once each individual’s circumstance set has been
identified, the mean income of each circumstance set (the mean income of all individuals in that circumstance set) is calculated for each income concept. Contributory pensions as deferred income scenario is used for each income concept. Let sij indicate the
mean income for income concept j of everyone in individual i’s circumstance set. Each
individual is attributed the mean income of his or her circumstance set, and this income
distribution is called the “smoothed income distribution.” Inequality measured over the
23

See Checchi and Peragine (2010); Ferreira and Gignoux (2011).
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smoothed income distribution for each income concept uses the mean log deviation,
which gives the measure of inequality of opportunity in levels by income concept.
Dividing the resulting measure by the mean log deviation for the original income distribution measures the ratio of inequality due to inequality of opportunity as opposed to
inequality of effort. The latter, called “inequality of opportunity” in ratios on Sheet D1
and E4, traces out how each redistributive step affects inequality of opportunity. For
example, if the proportion of inequality explained by unequal opportunities decreases
from Net Market to Disposable Income but increases from Disposable to Consumable
Income, this would indicate that direct transfers have an equalizing impact on ex-ante
opportunities, while indirect taxes and subsidies have an unequalizing effect.
The mean log deviation of the smoothed distribution (for income concept j) is
calculated as
⎛ µj ⎞
1
∑ ln ⎜ j ⎟
n i ⎝ si ⎠
where μ j is the mean income of the population for income concept j (either the original
or smoothed distribution can be used to calculate μ j since they have the same mean by
definition), and sij is defined above.

2.2.3 Poverty
Sheets D1, D2, E3, E12, E13, and E28 include poverty indicators that are members of the
FGT class of poverty measures, per Foster, Greer, and Thorbecke (1984). Let h
 ouseholds
be ranked by yi, household per capita income for the income variable for which poverty is being measured, from poorest to richest. Let the poverty line being used be denoted z. Then, following Foster, Greer, and Thorbecke (1984), denote gi = z − yi the income shortfall of individual i (the increase in income that would be required for
individual i to no longer be poor), and let q denote the number of poor individuals and
n the total number of individuals. Then the FGT class of poverty measures is a function of the population’s ordered income vector y = (y 1, . . . , yn) and the poverty line z,
and is defined as follows:
Pα ( y; z) =

α

1 q ⎛ gi ⎞
.
∑
n i =1 ⎝ z ⎠

The headcount index, or the proportion of the population that has income below the
poverty line, is equal to the above equation with parameter α = 0. The poverty gap,
which measures the average shortfall (over the whole population, where non-poor individuals are assigned a shortfall of zero) as a proportion of the poverty line, is equal
to the above equation with the parameter α = 1. Finally, the squared poverty gap is
distribution-sensitive, giving a higher weight to t hose who are poorer by weighting
each individual’s shortfall relative to the poverty line by itself (squaring it). It is equal
to the above equation with parameter α = 2.
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2.2.4 Fiscal Impoverishment
Sheets D1 and E5 include measures of fiscal impoverishment (FI) from Higgins and
Lustig (2016) while sheet E27 includes FI curves. When using these measures, please
cite the Higgins and Lustig (2016) article.
Although Higgins and Lustig (2016) is available open access in the Journal of Development Economics and is reprinted as chapter 4 in this Handbook, I nevertheless
include a succinct description of t hese indicators h
 ere.
Let z be the poverty line, yi0 be prefiscal income (one of the “before taxes and transfers” income concepts), and yi1 be postfiscal income (one of the “after taxes and transfers”
income concepts). There is FI if yi1 < yi0 and yi1 < z for at least one individual i. In other
words, an individual was prefiscal poor and made poorer by the fiscal system, or the
individual was prefiscal non-poor and made poor. Let t here be n individuals in society,
q0 of whom are prefiscal poor, and q1 of whom are postfiscal poor. The first measure of
fiscal impoverishment in the CEQ MWB is the fiscal impoverishment headcount (out of
total population), or
1 n
∑ 1( yi1 < yi0 ) * 1( yi1 < z)
n i =1
where 1(·) is the indicator function that takes value 1 if its argument is true and 0 other
wise. The second measure, fiscal impoverishment headcount (out of postfiscal poor) is
defined as
1 n
∑ 1( yi1 < yi0 ) * 1( yi1 < z)
q1 i =1
 ese measures have undesirable properties, however. First, they violate monotoTh
nicity: if a fiscally impoverished individual becomes more fiscally impoverished, the
measures do not change. The latter measure also violates subgroup consistency: it can
increase (show more FI) when an additional transfer is made to a poor person without
any additional FI being caused, because—if the additional transfer pulls the poor person out of poverty—this reduces the denominator q1. In other words, a good transfer
that reduces an individual’s FI without changing anyone e lse’s FI can increase the fiscal impoverishment headcount (out of postfiscal poor).
Higgins and Lustig (2016) thus derive a class of axiomatic measures of FI. The class
is given by
n

κ ∑ min ( yi0 , z) − min ( yi0 , yi1, z)
i =1

where κ is a parameter chosen by the practitioner. Another FI measure included in the
CEQ MWB is total fiscal impoverishment (either in local currency units or PPP dollars), which equals equation (1) for κ = 1. To further illustrate this measure, figure 4-1 in
chapter 4 o
 rders the population by prefiscal incomes on the x-a xis, and the y-a xis
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measures income, showing their prefiscal incomes (the increasing curve) and postfiscal incomes (the wavy curve). The dashed horizontal line represents the poverty line.
For those who pay more in taxes than they receive in transfers (and hence experience
FI if their postfiscal income is below the poverty line), the postfiscal income curve is
below the prefiscal income curve. Similarly, for those who receive more in transfers
than they pay in taxes, the postfiscal income curve is above the prefiscal income curve.
Total fiscal impoverishment is given by the sum of the dark-shaded areas in figure 4-1.
Another measure of FI included in the CEQ MWB is fiscal impoverishment per
capita, which equals total fiscal impoverishment divided by the number of individuals
1
in society, or equation (1) with κ = . The final axiomatic measure of FI in the CEQ
n
MWB (which meets the axioms from Higgins and Lustig [2016] if we assume z is fixed)
is normalized fiscal impoverishment per capita, which equals total fiscal impoverishment divided by the number of individuals and normalized by the poverty line (as the
1
poverty gap ratio is), or equation (1) with κ = .
nz

2.2.5 Fiscal Gains of the Poor
Sheets D1 and E6 also include measures of fiscal gains of the poor (FGP) from Higgins
and Lustig (2016), while E27 includes FGP curves. When using t hese measures, please
cite the Higgins and Lustig (2016) article.
There is FGP if yi1 > yi0 and yi0 < z for at least one individual i. In other words, an
individual was prefiscal poor and gained income from the fiscal system. The measures
of FGP in the CEQ MWB are analogous to the measures of FI:
The fiscal gains of the poor headcount (out of total population) is
1 n
∑ 1( yi1 > yi0 ) * 1( yi0 < z)
n i =1
The fiscal gains of the poor headcount (out of prefiscal poor) is
1 n
∑ 1( yi1 > yi0 ) * 1( yi0 < z)
q0 i =1
The axiomatic class of FGP measures is given by
n

κ ∑ min( yi1, z) − min( yi0, yi1, z)
i =1

where κ = 1 gives total fiscal gains to the poor (equivalent to the light-shaded area in
1
1
gives normalfigure 4-1), κ = gives fiscal gains to the poor per capita, and κ =
zn
n
ized fiscal gains to the poor per capita.
Higgins and Lustig (2016) also show that the change in a popular poverty measure—
the poverty gap ratio—induced by the fiscal system can be decomposed into normalized FGP per capita and normalized FI per capita.
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2.2.6 Effectiveness Indicators
Sheets D2, D8, E9, and E14 include effectiveness indicators.
The impact effectiveness indicators measure how much inequality or poverty is
reduced by a particu lar fiscal intervention (or set of fiscal interventions) relative to
what could be achieved if the same level of spending on redistribution was “optimal”
from an inequality-reduction perspective. The spending effectiveness indicators mea
sure how much was spent or collected to achieve the observed level of inequality or
poverty reduction relative to the minimum that could have been spent or collected to
achieve the same reduction. Th
 ese are described and illustrated with an example from
Iran in Enami (chapter 17 in this Handbook).
In addition, we use a fiscal impoverishment/fiscal gains to the poor effectiveness indicator that assesses the level of FI and FGP caused by the fiscal system or
by part icu lar fiscal interventions relative to the amount spent and collected. The
FI/FGP effectiveness indicator satisfies a number of desirable properties and is
summarized in box 1-3 of chapter 1, authored by Ali Enami, Sean Higgins, and Stephen D. Younger.
We also estimate additional poverty reduction effectiveness indicators from
Beckerman (1979) and Immervoll and o
 thers (2009). To define these measures, figure 8-2 shows a stylistic representation of pre-and postfiscal incomes. The diagram is
not to scale, nor are the income curves necessarily straight. In the diagram, total direct
transfers is A + B + C, direct transfers reaching the Net Market Income poor is A + B,
the total Net Market Income poverty gap is A + D, and the total Disposable Income
poverty gap is D. Beckerman (1979) then defines:
Vertical expenditure efficiency = (A + B)/(A + B + C);
Spillover index = B/(A + B);
Poverty reduction efficiency = A/(A + B + C).
Immervoll and others (2009) additionally define:
Poverty gap efficiency = A/(A + D).
In more technical notation, we have:

∑ {i |yin <z }( yid − yin )
Vertical Expenditure Efficiency =
∑ i ( yid − yin )
∑ {i |yin <z ≤ yid }( yid − z )
Spillover Efficiency =
∑ {i |yin <z }( yid − yin )

∑ {i |yid <z }( yid − yin ) + ∑ {i |yin <z ≤ yid }( z − yin )
Poverty Reduction Efficiency =
∑ i ( yid − yin )
∑ {i |yid <z }( yid − yin ) + ∑ {i |yin <z ≤ yid }( z − yin )
Poverty Gap Efficiency =
∑ {i |yin <z }( z − yin )
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Figure 8-2
Additional Efficiency Indicators

Disposable income

Income

B

C

D

Poverty line

A

Net market income

∑ {i |yin <z }( yid − yin )
Vertical Expenditure
Efficiency
= household
Individuals
ranked by
per capita market income
∑ i ( yid − yin )
∑ {i |yin <z ≤ yid }( yid − z )
Spillover Efficiency =
∑ {i |yin <z }( yid − yin )

Source: Adapted from Beckerman (1979).

∑ {i |yid <z }( yid − yin ) + ∑ {i |yin <z ≤ yid }( z − yin )
∑ i ( yid − yin )
∑ {i |yid <z }( yid − yin ) + ∑ {i |yin <z ≤ yid }( z − yin )
Poverty Gap Efficiency =
∑ {i |yin <z }( z − yin )

Poverty Reduction Efficiency =

where yin is individual i’s household per capita Net Market Income, yid is individual i’s
household per capita Disposable Income, and z is the poverty line.

2.2.7 Progressivity Measures
Progressivity measures are included on sheets D3, D8, E10, E11, and E13. A useful summary statistic to measure progressivity is the Kakwani index (however, recall that concentration curves should also be used since the Kakwani index does not tell us when a
concentration curve crosses the prefiscal income Lorenz curve or the 45-degree line).
For taxes, the Kakwani (1977) index of progressivity can be thought of graphically as
twice the area between the initial income Lorenz curve and the tax concentration
curve. If the tax concentration curve is above the Lorenz curve, the Kakwani index
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 ill be negative, which indicates that taxes are regressive in relative terms. Equivaw
lently, the Kakwani index can be calculated as the tax’s concentration coefficient (with
the population ranked by initial income) minus the prefiscal income Gini. In other
words, K tax = D0tax − G0 , where D0tax represents the concentration coefficient of a partic
ular tax when the population is ranked by prefiscal income.
To adapt to the measurement of transfers, Lambert (1985) suggests that in the case
of transfers, the Kakwani index should be defined as prefiscal income Gini minus the
concentration coefficient (the negative of the definition for taxes) to make the index
positive whenever the change is progressive. Thus, we have K transfer = − (D0transfer − G0 ),
where D0transfer represents the concentration coefficient of a particular transfer when
the population is ranked by prefiscal income.
Note that, b
 ecause net taxes (taxes minus transfers) are negative for some individuals and positive for others, the concentration curve for net taxes will not be well
behaved.24 Hence, we calculate Kakwani indices separately for taxes and transfers.
The Reynolds-Smolensky index (1977) is another summary statistic of progressivity, since a globally progressive system will have a positive Reynolds-Smolensky index
(although the converse implication is not true). Graphically, the Reynolds-Smolensky
of postfiscal income with respect to prefiscal income is twice the area between the prefiscal income Lorenz curve and the concentration curve of postfiscal income with re
spect to the prefiscal income distribution. Note that the concentration curve of postfiscal income with respect to prefiscal income is not the same as the Lorenz curve for
postfiscal income, as the concentration curve does not rerank the population (the population is still ranked by prefiscal income), whereas the Lorenz curve does rerank the
population (the population would be ranked by postfiscal income). Equivalently, the
Reynolds-Smolensky can be calculated as the prefiscal income Gini minus the concentration coefficient of Consumable Income when the population is ranked by Market
Income. In other words, RS = G0 − D01 , where D01 represents the concentration coefficient of postfiscal income when the population is ranked by prefiscal income.

2.2.8 Vertical and Horizontal Equity
Sheets D3 and E10 include a decomposition of the change in inequality due to the tax
and transfer system into its vertical and horizontal equity components.
A well-recognized form of horizontal inequity is when fiscal interventions arbitrarily alter the relative position of individuals across the distribution: in other words,
there is reranking. Reranking occurs if individual A was poorer than individual B before a fiscal intervention, but B is poorer than A after the intervention for no good
reason.25 The definition of horizontal equity postulates that the prefiscal policy income
Lambert (2001).
As an example of a “good reason,” an individual could have greater needs due to the health characteristics of the individual, in which case reranking would not be considered a form of horizontal
inequity.
24
25
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ranking should be preserved.26 In other words, if individual A was poorer than individual B before fiscal interventions, individual A should continue to be poorer than
individual B after the interventions.
From theory, we know that the total redistributive effect (RE) can be decomposed
into two elements: the change in vertical inequality (VE) minus reranking (RR).27 The
redistributive effect (RE) is equal to the difference between the Gini coefficient for prefiscal income, G0, and the Gini coefficient for postfiscal income, G1, or
(8-1)

RE = G0 − G1.

Adding and subtracting D01 , the concentration coefficient for incomes after taxes and
transfers, equation (8-1) can be decomposed into:
(8-2)

RE = (G0 − D01 ) − (G1 − D01 ).

Then the redistributive effect can be written as:
(8-3)

RE = VE − R R,

where VE is equal to the difference between the prefiscal Gini coefficient and the concentration coefficient of postfiscal income with respect to prefiscal income; if t here is
no reranking, RE = VE by definition b
 ecause the concentration coefficient for postfiscal income with respect to prefiscal income w
 ill be identical to the postfiscal Gini
coefficient.
RR is equal to the difference between the postfiscal Gini coefficient and the concentration coefficient for postfiscal income with respect to prefiscal income.
The redistributive effect is diminished by reranking, as clearly shown in equation
(8-3). The VE measure is the Reynolds-Smolensky progressivity index (RS) and the RR
measure is known as the Atkinson-Plotnick index of horizontal inequity.28

2.2.9 Incidence and Concentration
Sheets D4, D5, E10, and E11 show the incidence and concentration of fiscal interventions by decile and income group (with income totals also produced by centile and
small income bins in section E, which can be used to generate incidence results for
these more fine-grained groups as well). Incidence shows the amount each decile or
group pays in a particular tax or receives from a particular transfer as a p
 ercent of initial income. Concentration shows the percent of a total tax or benefit that is paid or
received by each decile or group.
See Araar and Duclos (2013).
See Duclos and Araar (2005), Urban (2009).
28
Atkinson (1980); Plotnick (1981).
26
27
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The calculations are non-anonymous, meaning that we do not rerank the population: the totals by decile that we are comparing are always for a particular income concept. On sheets D4 and D5 deciles and income groups are always determined using
prefiscal income, which is Market Income plus Pensions for the pensions as deferred
income scenario and Market Income for the pensions as government transfers scenario; in section E, there are separate sheets for each core income concept, which
show incidence and concentration shares when deciles and income groups are defined
based on that income concept.

2.2.10 Income Distribution
Sheets D6 and E3 provide the income distribution by decile and income group, the income in local currency, and the proportion of income accruing to each decile or group
by income concept. The income distribution indicators are anonymous; the deciles are
not fixed using prefiscal income. For example, the income distribution for Disposable
Income uses deciles and groups defined by Disposable Income.
2.2.11 Fiscal Profiles
Sheet D7 has fiscal profiles, which are graphs that show the difference between each
prefiscal decile’s postfiscal and prefiscal incomes as a proportion of prefiscal income.
When this proportion is positive, members of that decile are net gainers from the fiscal system on average; when it is negative, they are net payers to the fiscal system on
average.
2.2.12 Concentration and Kakwani Coefficients
Sheets D8 and E11 provide the concentration coefficients of individual transfer programs with respect to postfiscal income, as well as aggregate categories such as total
direct transfers and CEQ social spending in incidence analysis. Let p be the cumulative proportion of the total population when individuals are ordered in increasing income values using Market Income, and let C(p) be the concentration curve, the cumulative proportion of total program benefits (of a particu lar program or aggregate
category) received by the poorest p p
 ercent of the population. Then, the concentration
1
coefficient of that program or category is defined as 2 ∫0 ( p − C( p))dp. As discussed
above, a program that is progressive in absolute terms will have a concentration curve
1
above the line of perfect equality, and thus the area 2 ∫0 ( p − C( p))dp will be negative,
implying a negative concentration coefficient. Sheets D3, D8, and E11 also include
Kakwani coefficients, defined above in section 2.2.7 on progressivity measures.
2.2.13 Coverage, Errors of Exclusion, Errors of Inclusion,
and Errors of Social Programs
Sheets D9a, D9b, E18, and E19 measure the coverage of the poor and t hose in other
income groups by fiscal intervention, errors of exclusion, leakages (errors of inclusion) to
the non-poor, and average benefits per capita, per individual in a beneficiary household,
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and per transfer recipient. The distinction between the latter two depends on how the
“average transfer” should be calculated: b
 ecause the transfer is added to aggregate
household income, which is then shared by everyone in the h
 ousehold, an economist
would most likely measure the average transfer size among a particular income group
as the total benefits received by that group divided by the number of individuals in
that group who live in households that received the transfer. On the other hand, when
the government reports the average transfer size, it usually reports the total spent on
transfers divided by the number of transfer recipients, where a transfer recipient is
defined as the individual who physically receives the transfer, not as individuals who
live in the same h
 ousehold that receives the transfer.
The following indicators are calculated: the share of benefits going to each income
group (which can be used to determine what percent of benefits are leakages to the
non-poor), share of individuals in beneficiary h
 ouseholds in each income group,
percent of individuals in each group who live in beneficiary households (which can be
used to determine coverage of the poor), average per capita benefits among beneficiary
households by group, average benefits per capita by group, and average benefits per
transfer recipient by group. The average benefits are calculated both in local currency
and in US$PPP per day.
To link this with the conceptual definitions of coverage, errors of exclusion, and er ere
rors of inclusion in chapter 1 of this Handbook,29 I follow the same categorization h
and elaborate which tables from sheets D9a and D9b have the corresponding results.
To conceptualize the concepts of coverage, leakages, and errors of exclusion, we
can think of separating the population into two groups based on poverty status and
two groups based on w
 hether they receive benefits. This results in four total groups,
which we call group A, B, C, and D and represent with the following 2 × 2 matrix:
Receives benefits

Does not receive benefits

Poor

A

B

Non-Poor

C

D

We can then define the indicators of coverage, leakages, and errors of exclusion,
where each of these definitions can be measured among households, among direct beneficiaries (the individuals within the household who directly receive benefits), and
among direct and indirect beneficiaries, defined as all individuals within a beneficiary
household. For example, a household may have five total members and two members
who report directly receiving benefits from a particular program. For the household-
level calculations, this household counts as one household; for the direct beneficiaries
calculation, the h
 ousehold has two direct beneficiaries; and for the individual-level calculation, the household has five individuals who are “direct and indirect beneficiaries.”
29

Lustig and Higgins (2018).
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The more detailed definitions below include equations using the groups from the above
matrix for clarity.

Coverage
Using the groups from the above matrix, coverage = (A + C)/(A + B + C + D).
Of h
 ouseholds: defined as the total number of h
 ouseholds that receive benefits30
divided by the total number of h
 ouseholds in the country. This can be found in the
“Total” column of the “Coverage Rate of Total Households” t able in sheet D9a.
Of individuals (direct and indirect beneficiaries): defined as the total number of
individuals living in households that receive benefits, divided by the total number of individuals in the country. This can be found in the “Total” column of the “Coverage
Rate of Direct and Indirect Individuals” t able in sheet D9a.
Of direct beneficiaries: defined as the total number of individuals directly receiving benefits, divided by the total number of individuals in the country. This can
be found in the “Total” column of the “Coverage Rate of Direct Beneficiaries” table
in sheet D9a.
Of target households: defined as the total number of eligible or “target” households
that receive benefits31 divided by the total number of target households in the country.
This can be found in the “Total” column of the “Coverage Rate of Target Direct Individuals” table in sheet D9b.
Of target individuals (direct and indirect beneficiaries): defined as the total number of individuals living in target households that receive benefits, divided by the total
number of individuals living in target h
 ouseholds in the country. This can be found
in the “Total” column of the “Coverage Rate of Target Direct and Indirect Individuals”
table in sheet D9a.
Of target direct beneficiaries: defined as the total number of direct target individuals who receive benefits, divided by the total number of direct target individuals in
the country. Note that this is defined only for programs that identify eligible indivi
duals rather than eligible h
 ouseholds. This can be found in the “Total” column of the
“Coverage Rate of Target Households” t able in sheet D9b.
Coverage of the poor
Using the above matrix, coverage = A/(A + B).
Of h
 ouseholds: defined as the total number of poor h
 ouseholds that receive benefits divided by the total number of poor h
 ouseholds in the country. This can be found
For the indicators at the household level, a beneficiary household w ill be a household that receives a benefit whether one can or cannot identify who within the household is the recipient of
the benefit.
31
Depending on the fiscal intervention, eligibility might be defined at the h
 ousehold level, in which
case a target h
 ousehold is a household that meets the criteria, or at the individual level, in
which case a target household is defined as a household with at least one target individual.
30
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in the columns corresponding to the poor (in the 2018 version of the CEQ MWB, where
group cut-offs are based on the 2005 ICP, these columns are “y < 1.25,” “y < 2.50,” and
“y < 4”) of the “Coverage Rate of Total Households” t able in sheet D9a.
Of individuals (direct and indirect beneficiaries): defined as the total number of
poor individuals living in households that receive benefits, divided by the total
number of poor individuals in the country. This can be found in the columns corresponding to the poor of the “Coverage Rate of Direct and Indirect Individuals”
table in sheet D9a.
Of direct beneficiaries: defined as the total number of poor individuals directly
receiving benefits, divided by the total number of poor individuals in the country. This
can be found in the columns corresponding to the poor of the “Coverage Rate of
Direct Beneficiaries” table in sheet D9a.
Of target households: defined as the total number of poor individuals living in eligible or “target” households that receive benefits, divided by the total number of poor
individuals living in target households in the country. This can be found in the columns corresponding to the poor of the “Coverage Rate of Target Households” table
in sheet D9b.
Of target individuals (direct and indirect beneficiaries): defined as the total number of poor individuals living in target h
 ouseholds that receive benefits, divided by the
total number of poor individuals living in target h
 ouseholds in the country. This can
be found in the columns corresponding to the poor of the “Coverage Rate of Target
Direct and Indirect Individuals” t able in sheet D9a.
Of target direct beneficiaries: defined as the total number of eligible or “target”
poor individuals that receive benefits divided by the total number of poor target individuals in the country. Note that this is defined only for programs that identify eligible individuals rather than eligible households. This can be found in the columns corresponding to the poor of the “Coverage Rate of Target Direct Individuals” table in
sheet D9b.

Errors of exclusion
Using the above matrix, errors of exclusion = B/(A + B).
Of households: defined as the total number of poor h
 ouseholds that do not receive
benefits divided by the total number of poor h
 ouseholds in the country. This is not
directly reported in the tables, but can be obtained by taking 100 percent minus the
coverage of poor households.
Of individuals (direct and indirect beneficiaries): defined as the total number
of poor individuals living in households that do not receive benefits, divided by the
total number of poor individuals in the country. This is not directly reported in
the tables, but can be obtained by taking 100 percent minus the coverage of poor
individuals.
Of direct beneficiaries: defined as the total number of poor individuals who do not
directly receive benefits, divided by the total number of poor individuals in the country.
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This is not directly reported in the tables, but can be obtained by taking 100 percent
minus the coverage of poor individuals.
Of target h
 ouseholds: defined as the total number of eligible or “target” poor
households that do not receive benefits divided by the total number of poor target
households in the country. This is not directly reported in the t ables, but can be obtained by taking 100 percent minus the coverage of poor target h
 ouseholds.
Of target individuals (direct and indirect beneficiaries): defined as the total number of poor individuals living in target h
 ouseholds that do not receive benefits, divided
by the total number of poor individuals living in target h
 ouseholds in the country. This
is not directly reported in the tables, but can be obtained by taking 100 percent minus
the coverage of poor target individuals.
Of target direct beneficiaries: defined as the total number of poor “target” direct
beneficiaries who do not receive benefits, divided by the total number of target direct beneficiaries in the country. Note that this is defined only for programs that identify eligible individuals rather than eligible h
 ouseholds. This is not directly reported in the
tables, but can be obtained by taking 100 percent minus the coverage of poor target direct
beneficiaries.

Errors of inclusion (also known as “leakages”)
Using the above matrix, errors of inclusion = C/(A + C).
Of h
 ouseholds: defined as the total number of non-poor households that receive
benefits divided by the total number of households that receive benefits in the country. This can be found in the columns corresponding to the non-poor (in the 2018 version of the CEQ MWB, where group cut-offs are based on the 2005 ICP, these columns
are “y > 4,” “y > 10,” and “y > 50”) of the “Distribution of Beneficiary Households” table
in sheet D9a.
Of individuals (direct and indirect beneficiaries): defined as the total number of
non-poor individuals living in households that receive benefits, divided by the total
number of individuals living in h
 ouseholds that receive benefits in the country. This
can be found in the columns corresponding to the non-poor columns of the “Distribution of Direct and Indirect Beneficiaries” table in sheet D9a.
Of direct beneficiaries: defined as the total number of non-poor individuals directly receiving benefits, divided by the total number of direct beneficiaries in the
country. This can be found in the columns corresponding to the non-poor columns of
the “Distribution of Direct Beneficiaries” table in sheet D9a.
To non-target h
 ouseholds: defined as the total number of non-target households
that nevertheless receive benefits, divided by the total number of households that receive benefits in the country. This is not directly reported in the tables but can be calculated as 100 p
 ercent minus the total coverage of target h
 ouseholds.
To non-target individuals (direct and indirect beneficiaries): defined as the total
number of individuals living in non-target h
 ouseholds that nevertheless receive benefits, divided by the total number of individuals that live in households that receive
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benefits in the country. This is not directly reported in the tables but can be calculated
as 100 p
 ercent minus the total coverage of target individuals.
To non-target direct beneficiaries: defined as the total number of non-target direct beneficiaries who nevertheless receive benefits divided by the total number of direct
beneficiaries in the country. Note that this is defined only for programs that identify
eligible individuals rather than eligible households. This is not directly reported in the
tables but can be calculated as 100 percent minus the total coverage of target direct
beneficiaries.
Of benefits: defined as the total amount of benefits g oing to the non-poor divided
by the total amount of benefits going to all households. This can be found in the non-
poor columns of the “Distribution of Benefits” t able.

Proportion of beneficiaries that are poor
Using the numbers from the above matrix, proportion of beneficiaries that are
poor = A / (A + C).
Of h
 ouseholds: defined as the total number of poor h
 ouseholds that receive benefits divided by the total number of households that receive benefits in the country.
This can be found in the columns corresponding to the poor columns of the “Distribution of Beneficiary Households” t able in sheet D9a.
Of individuals (direct and indirect beneficiaries): defined as the total number of
poor individuals living in households that receive benefits, divided by the total number of individuals living in h
 ouseholds that receive benefits in the country. This can be
found in the columns corresponding to the poor columns of the “Distribution of Direct and Indirect Beneficiaries” table in sheet D9a.
Of direct beneficiaries: defined as the total number of poor individuals directly
receiving benefits, divided by the total number of direct beneficiaries in the country.
This can be found in the columns corresponding to the poor columns of the “Distribution of Direct Beneficiaries” table in sheet D9a.
Of target h
 ouseholds: defined as the total number of poor target h
 ouseholds that
receive benefits divided by the total number of target households that receive benefits
in the country. This can be found in the columns corresponding to the poor columns
of the “Distribution of Target Beneficiary Households” t able in sheet D9b.
Of target individuals (direct and indirect beneficiaries): defined as the total number of poor individuals living in target h
 ouseholds that receive benefits, divided by the
total number of individuals who live in households that receive benefits in the country. This can be found in the columns corresponding to the poor columns of the “Distribution of Target Direct and Indirect Beneficiaries” table in sheet D9b.
Of target direct beneficiaries: defined as the total number of poor target direct beneficiaries who receive benefits divided by the total number of poor direct beneficiaries in
the country. Note that this is defined only for programs that identify eligible individuals
rather than eligible households. This can be found in the columns corresponding to the
poor columns of the “Distribution of Target Direct Beneficiaries” t able in sheet D9b.
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Of benefits: defined as the total amount of benefits going to the poor divided by
the total amount of benefits going to all households. This can be found in the poor columns of the “Distribution of Benefits” t able.

Mean benefits
We also calculate mean benefits g oing to each of the groups identified above.
Target populations
Another measure of interest is the coverage and leakages of t hese programs among
their target population. Sheets D9b and E19 measure coverage among the target population. T
 able 8-4 defines potential target populations for each type of fiscal intervention; as specified in the table, these definitions may depend on the country context and
should depend on the country criteria. For example, for conditional cash transfers
among h
 ouseholds with c hildren, total pensions (i.e., contributory and noncontributory) in h
 ouseholds with a member over age sixty-five, noncontributory pensions in
households with a member over age sixty-five and who are not receiving a contributory pension, and education by level in h
 ouseholds with c hildren of the corresponding
age. For education, the researcher should be sure to specify which ages were used to
define the target population for each level of education (e.g., preschool, primary, secondary); see t able 8-4 for guidance on age ranges. For tertiary education, the age range
used to define target population should be from the theoretical entrance age to the
theoretical entrance age plus theoretical duration in years of the first stage of tertiary
education according to national criteria; see table 8-4 for more details. For contributory health benefits, the suggested target population is all who are eligible according to
national criteria, considering both contributors and dependents. For noncontributory
health benefits, the suggested target population is all who are eligible for noncontributory health benefits according to national criteria and not eligible for contributory
health benefits; exclude those likely to have private health insurance.
The same measures listed above are calculated, but for the target population only.
2.2.14 Fiscal Mobility Matrices
To see how the income group status of individuals is affected by taxes and transfers,
sheet D10 includes fiscal mobility matrices, which are transition matrices that measure
the proportion of individuals who move from a before taxes and transfers income
group (for example, non-poor) to another income group (for example, poor) a fter their
income is changed by taxes and transfers. A transition matrix was first used to mea
sure transition between income groups before and after taxes and transfers by Atkinson (1980). Note that taxes and transfers can cause individuals to move up or down
the income categories. The matrix in percents is row-stochastic, where rows represent
prefiscal income groups and columns represent postfiscal income groups. Th
 ere are
multiple matrices for the different possible definitions of postfiscal income: for example, t here is a mobility matrix for prefiscal to Disposable Income, as well as a mobility
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Table 8-4
Fiscal Intervention Target Populations
Fiscal intervention

Target population

Direct taxes

Include t hose who have taxable income larger than the
minimum legal taxable income.
According to program eligibility rules (if there are defined
criteria) or proxies to target the poor. Please explain if the
beneficiary is the household or individual.
If the targeting rules are not defined, do not assume or
guess the definition of target population. If you want to
know the coverage of poor population, the sheet E18 w
 ill
answer this question.
For example:
 • Age
 • Attendance to public school
 • Children in the household
 • Educational level (of household members or household
head)
 • Ethnic group
 • Geography
 • Gender
 • National socioeconomic groups
 • Not being part of social security system
 • Proxy-mean test
 • Use of public facilities (health or public pharmacies)
 • Vulnerable population (orphans, widows, etc.)

Direct transfers

Pensions
Old age pensions
(contributory and
noncontributory)
Noncontributory
pensions (social or
minimum pension)

Population in retirement age (according to national
criteria)
 • For example, in some countries, this could be
   º 65 years for male
  º 60 years for female
Population in retirement age (according to national criteria)
AND who are not receiving a contributory pension
 • For example, in some countries, this could be
  º 65 years for male
  º 60 years for female

Indirect taxes

The concept of a “target population” is not applicable

Indirect subsidies

The concept of a “target population” is not applicable
(continued)
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(continued)

Fiscal intervention

Target population

Education
Preschool, primary,
secondary

Use age to determine target population:

Tertiary

Health
Contributory

Noncontributory

Housing
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 • For each educational level, use a definition consistent
with the one used to impute the benefits. If it was
possible to impute per capita expenditure using International Standard Classification of Education (ISCED), use
this classification. Information is available in Unesco
Mappings (http://uis.unesco.org/en/isced-mappings).
 • National classification or ISCED theoretical entrance
age and theoretical duration in years, according to the
definition used for the imputation of the benefits. It is
important to use the same levels as in per capita imputations and in coverage indicators.
 • Theoretical entrance age + theoretical duration (in
years) of first stage of tertiary education according to
national criteria.
 • If it was possible to impute per capita expenditure using
international Standard Classification of Education
(ISCED), use this classification instead of national criteria.
All population that is eligible for contributory health
system or programs according to national criteria. Consider
the contributors and dependents covered by health plan
(e.g., wife and c hildren u
 nder 5 years).
If the eligibility criteria for contributory health system is
not well specified in the country, do not include target
population.
All population that is eligible for noncontributory health
and is not eligible for contributory health system according
to national criteria. Exclude t hose likely to have private and
public health insurance.
If the country does not have specified criteria for targeting,
please use all population that is not covered by the public
or privatized contributory health system or likely to have
private health insurance. If information is available,
include programs like vaccinations, pre-natal visits,
regular checkups for infants, childbirth attention in
hospital or specialized health center. To include t hese
programs, you must have information on coverage and per
capita expenditure by each type of program.
According to program eligibility rules, otherwise do not
include target population.
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matrix for prefiscal to Consumable Income. The mobility matrices have additional
rows and columns concatenated to them to show the population shares by income
group and the mean Market Income of that income group, for ease of reference.
While the fiscal mobility matrix measures the proportion of the population that
loses and gains enough to move to a higher income group, it does not capture the
amount lost or gained (except to the extent that the amount lost or gained might be
large enough to move more than one income group). Thus, the fiscal mobility matrix
is complemented by income loss and income gain matrices, which measure the amount
lost by t hose who lose and the amount gained by t hose who gain, respectively. One version of the loss and gain matrices is in average local currency lost or gained, and the
other shows the average loss or gain as a proportion of before taxes and transfers income. The matrix also shows the average Market Income of the losers in prefiscal income group i and postfiscal income group j, which serves as a useful reference point.

2.2.15 Education Enrollment Rates
Sheets D11 and E20 show indicators on education enrollment by income group, with
sheet D11 defining income groups by Disposable Income and sheet E20 defining income groups by each of the eight core income concepts. Two indicators used to generate other indicators are the target population for each level of education (preschool,
primary school, secondary school, and tertiary) and the total population not attending school (where the disaggregation by level is determined by the age of the students
not attending school).
Other indicators have figures disaggregated not only by education level but also
by public or private school (with results for the combination of the two, “public and
private school,” as well). These indicators include the total population attending school
(by education level, regardless of whether the student’s age corresponds to that partic
ular education level); the target population—based on age and the corresponding education level—attending school; net enrollment rates, gross enrollment rates, and the
share of students belonging to the target population.
Box 8-1 by Adam Ratzlaff includes a more detailed description of the education
enrollment indicators.32
2.2.16 Infrastructure Access
Sheets D12 and E21 include statistics on infrastructure access by income group, where
income groups are defined either by original (for example, prefiscal) income or by Disposable Income. Although we do not create an income concept with the value of access to infrastructure due to the inherent difficulties of allocating benefits, we use
dummy variables on access to examine the distribution of infrastructure access.
The infrastructure items we include are access to running water, electricity, quality walls, floors, and roofs, and access to roads.
32

Ratzlaff (2018).
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Box 8-1

Education Enrollment Indicators
Adam Ratzlaff

T

he provision of public education is an important tool not just in terms of
equalizing consumption across income groups, but also t oward equalizing
the distribution of income in the f uture and spurring national growth. The two
most frequently used measures of educational usage are the net and gross enrollment rates. These indicators should be generated for each individual level of education (primary, secondary, e tc.) and for public, private, and total educational
enrollment. It is also important to ensure that the target age range for each level
of education is well established and does not overlap between educational groups.
These indicators may be difficult to produce if data is not available at the individual level or if it is not possible to determine which member of the h
 ousehold
is enrolled in a particular level of education. Note that important information
on the share of benefits received and the fiscal impact of education spending can
be found on other sheets of the CEQ Master Workbook.
Educational Enrollment Indicators
Net Enrollment Rate
Numerator: Number of children of school age who are attending school.
Denominator: Total number of c hildren of school age.
Note: It is useful to calculate these figures not only for the population as a whole,
but also by gender, race, or ethnicity, by income group, or by other characteristics that may be of interest to your study. Additionally, it is important that the
target age range for each level of education is set and identifiable.
Gross Enrollment Rate
Numerator: Total number of individuals who are attending school.
Denominator: Total number of c hildren of school age.
Note: It is useful to calculate these figures not only for the population as a whole,
but also by gender, race or ethnicity, income group, or by other characteristics
that may be of interest to your study. Additionally, it is important that the target
age range for each level of education is set and identifiable. For gross enrollment,
it is important to note that it is possible to have rates over 100 percent as t here
may be a large proportion of students who are not within the target age range.
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We measure the number of h
 ouseholds with access and the distribution of
 ouseholds with access, as well as the coverage rate (where coverage is defined in 2.2.13)
h
among h
 ouseholds. In addition, we measure these indicators at the individual rather
than household level in the part marked “weighted households” (where “weighted”
here refers to weighting each household by the number of the households; in all calculations sampling weights would of course be used).

2.2.17 Sociodemographic Characteristics
Sheets E22 and E23 include sociodemographic characteristics by decile, income group,
centile, and bin, where groups are defined by each core income concept. The columns
on this sheet are blank to allow the user to include the variables that are available in
the survey being used and relevant in the country for which the CEQ Assessment is
being conducted. Suggested indicators include assets (including both dummy variables
for individual assets and an asset index); geographic variables such as region, urban/
rural, and type of terrain; h
 ousehold expenditures (in various categories); community
characteristics such as presence of a school, medical facility, religious institutions, and
community activities; h
 ousehold characteristics such as average age of h
 ousehold members, household size, gender of household head, marital status of household head, age of
household head, employment status of h
 ousehold head, number of household members
of retirement age, number of c hildren in school, education of h
 ousehold head, literacy of household head, race and ethnicity, religion, main language spoken, l abor indicators such as hourly salary and sector, access to infrastructure, and number of migrants
in household.
2.2.18 Lorenz Curves
To make unambiguous comparisons about w
 hether inequality falls as a result of the
fiscal system, sheets D13 and E24 include Lorenz curves; on these sheets, graphs of the
Lorenz curves for each core income concept w
 ill be included.
The Lorenz curve maps the cumulative share of income (using whichever income
concept the curve corresponds to) on the vertical axis against the cumulative share of
the population, ordered by income (using whichever income concept the curve corresponds to), on the horizontal axis. B
 ecause the horizontal axis is reranked with each
income concept, the Lorenz curve is an anonymous measure by definition; its non-
anonymous analog would be the concentration curve of each income definition with
respect to the Market Income rankings. The Lorenz curve is defined as
L( p) =

1 F −1 ( p)
y dF( y) for p ∈[0,1]
∫
y 0

where y is mean income, F(y) is the cumulative density function of income, and p is
the proportion of the population.
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2.2.19 Concentration Curves
Sheets D14 and E25 include graphs of concentration curves (sometimes called “quasi–
Lorenz curves”), which map the cumulative share of benefits received or taxes paid
from a particular category of transfers or taxes on the vertical axis against the cumulative share of the population, ordered by prefiscal income, on the horizontal axis. The
progressivity of a tax or transfer can be determined by comparing its concentration
curve to the Market Income Lorenz curve, as shown in figure 8-1 (section 1 of this
chapter). W
 hether a progressive transfer is progressive in absolute terms or in relative
terms, can, in turn, be determined by comparing the concentration curve to the
45-degree line. Thus, the concentration curves graph includes the 45-degree line, the
prefiscal income Lorenz curve, and concentration curves for the following categories
of transfers and taxes: direct taxes, direct transfers, indirect subsidies, indirect taxes,
in-k ind education, and in-k ind health. In the contributory pensions as government
transfers scenario, the graph would also include contributory pensions.
For tax or transfer t, the concentration curve with respect to prefiscal income is
defined as
C( p) =

1 F0−1( p)
t dF0 (t) for p ∈[0,1]
∫
t 0

where t is the mean of the tax or transfer over the population (including t hose who do
not receive the transfer or pay the tax), F0(t) is the cumulative density function of transfer
t with respect to the prefiscal income distribution, and p is the proportion of the
population.

2.2.20 Cumulative Distribution Functions of Income
This set of graphs included in sheets D15 and E26 shows the cumulative distribution
functions (CDFs) of contributory pensions as deferred income scenario, Net Market,
Disposable, and Consumable Income. The CDF of income is then defined as ∫ f(y)dy,
where f (y) is the probability density function (PDF) of income. Hence, the CDF is anonymous by definition: the underlying distribution is ranked by whatever income concept
is being measured, rather than maintaining the prefiscal income ranking. Following
Atkinson (1980) and Foster and Shorrocks (1988), if one income concept first order stochastic dominates another (its CDF lies everywhere below the other’s) over a domain of
poverty lines, then the headcount index is unambiguously lower for the first income
concept over that domain of poverty lines. With respect to other poverty measures beyond the headcount index, if one income concept first order stochastic dominates another over the range of poverty lines from zero to a maximum poverty line, then poverty is unambiguously lower in the first income concept for any poverty measure that is
continuous, nondecreasing in income, and additively separable. In the case where first
order stochastic dominance is not found (the CDFs of two income concepts cross), poverty can still be unambiguously lower in one of the income concepts if the poverty mea
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sure is distribution-sensitive, as with the squared poverty gap. More specifically, if one
income concept second order stochastic dominates another (if the integral u
 nder its
CDF is less than that of the other) from zero to a maximum poverty line, then poverty is
unambiguously lower in the first income concept for any poverty measure that is continuous, nondecreasing in income, and (weakly) concave in income (Atkinson, 1980).

2.2.21 Comparison over Time
Although the CEQ Assessment is initially completed for a particular year, subsequent
analysis can entail completing the analysis for multiple survey years, and there is space
for this comparison on sheet D16 of the CEQ MWB.33
For analyses over time, we propose a simple but new decomposition of the change
in the Disposable Income Gini into a change in the pre-intervention (Market Income)
Gini and a change in the level of redistribution, as follows:
Let G0t and G1t be the prefiscal and postfiscal income Gini in year t, respectively; and
t′
G0 and G1t ′ be the prefiscal and postfiscal Gini in year t′. Denoting Rt and Rt′ the portion
of the change from Market Income Gini to Disposable Income Gini, we can write:
G1t = G0t − Rt
and
G1t ′ = G0t ′ − Rt ′
Subtracting the latter from the former yields:
(G1t ′ − G1t ) = (G0t ′ − G0t ) − (Rt ′ − Rt )
or
(Rt ′ − Rt ) = (G0t ′ − G0t ) − (G1t ′ − G1t )
So, (Rt′− Rt ) is the portion in the change in postfiscal inequality between two points in
time, which can be attributed to a change in the redistribution component (in comparison to a change in prefiscal inequality).

2.2.22 Descriptive Statistics
Sheet E1 includes descriptive statistics about each of the income concepts and fiscal
interventions, where the latter are in rows that are originally blank in the CEQ
MWB, but get filled in automatically by the CEQ Stata Package using the labels of
the variables included in the command’s options, as explained in sections 3.2.1 and
3.2.2. The descriptive statistics include the proportion of the population with non-zero
Examples of CEQ studies that have completed the analysis for multiple years are Lustig,
Pessino, and Scott (2014), and Lopez-Calva and o
 thers (forthcoming).

33
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values, as well as the mean, standard deviation, and median of the variable (among
those with non-zero values only; in other words, those who have non-zero income or
receive benefits from or pay taxes to the corresponding fiscal intervention).

2.2.23 Population
Sheets D6 and E2 include the population by decile, income group, centile, and bin, for
each of the core and extended income concepts, for four definitions of population:
number of h
 ouseholds in sample, number of individuals in sample, number of
households in expanded sample, and number of individuals in expanded sample. The
first two provide evidence on what occurs in the survey itself before applying sampling
weights, and can provide evidence about small cells (for example, some countries may
have so few observations with income below US$1.25 per day or above US$50 per day
that any statistics about t hese groups are inherently noisy and should not be used). The
number of h
 ouseholds in the expanded sample shows the total households in the country represented by the sampled households, while the number of individuals in the
expanded sample shows the analogue for individuals. Note that deciles and centiles
are defined so that the number of individuals in the expanded sample is as equal as
possible across groups; as a result, the size of each centile and bin for the other population definitions w
 ill not be equal.
The population by bin can be useful if an analyst without access to the microdata
but with access to CEQ MWB wants to use the results produced in a CEQ MWB to
calculate the poverty headcount ratio for a poverty line not included on sheets D1 and
E3. For example, suppose the 2011 ICP was used and the analyst wants to calculate the
poverty headcount ratio using the US$3.10 PPP per day poverty line, which is the median of country-specific poverty lines across the world using the 2011 ICP.34 This could
be accomplished by using population results by bin from the “number of individuals
in expanded sample” column (for example, column G of the E2 sheets). Specifically,
the population in each income bin from the first bin, US$0.00–0.05, to the US$3.05–
3.10 bin would be summed, then divided by the total population; the formula to do this
would be SUM(G139:G200)/G501.
2.2.24 Statistical Significance
Sheet E7 gives point estimates and corresponding p-values for tests of statistical significance between inequality and poverty indices for each possible pair of core income
concepts. The point estimates are of the difference between inequality or poverty. Unlike comparing Gini coefficients across countries, comparing across income concepts
implies that the incomes being compared come from a bivariate distribution with non-
zero covariance (since a h
 ousehold’s prefiscal income is highly correlated with its
Disposable Income, for example). Thus, the test of statistical significance of the difference in Ginis, G0 and G1, relies on
34

Ferreira and o
 thers (2016).
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Var(G1 − G0) = Var(G1) + Var(G0) − 2Cov(G1 , G0),
but 2Cov(G1 − G0) is non-zero and has not been derived in the literature. Thus, statistical significance is determined using a bootstrap procedure (and, as a result, the CEQ
Stata commands that produce the statistical significance sheets are slow).
In the matrices of p-values, a p-value of less than 0.05 would mean that the difference between the Ginis of the corresponding income concepts are statistically significantly different than zero, while a p-value above 0.05 would mean that we cannot reject that the difference in Ginis is different than zero (if we have selected a significance
level of 5 percent); in other words, a p-value above 0.05 would tell us that the Ginis of
the two income concepts are not statistically different from each other.
Sheet E16 gives statistical significance for extended income concepts, defined
similarly.

2.2.25 Dominance Tests
Sheets E8 and E17 present results from dominance tests of the CDFs and concentration curves of pairs of income concepts. Using CDFs as an example, if t here are no
crossings between two CDFs, the reported p-value corresponds to a test with the null
hypothesis that the two distributions are the same. If we adopt a significance level of
5 percent, a p-value less than 0.05 would mean that we reject that the two distributions
are the same (in other words, we can conclude that one dominates the other); on the
other hand, a p-value greater than 0.05 would mean that we fail to reject that the two
distributions are the same, and we thus cannot claim that one dominates the other.
2.2.26 Marginal Contributions to Inequality
Sheets D8 and E13 include marginal contributions of each fiscal intervention to poverty and inequality, with respect to each core income concept, progressivity indicators
such as the Kakwani index, concentration coefficient, redistributive effect, and vertical equity. Note that the column titles are blank, but are filled in automatically by the
CEQ Stata Package using the labels of the variables included in the command’s options. Marginal contributions are described in chapter 1, box 1-1.35
2.2.27 Marginal Contributions to Poverty
Marginal contributions to poverty are calculated similarly, but present unique issues.
For example, suppose an individual’s prefiscal income is US$10 below the poverty line
and the person receives three transfers of US$6 each. Since marginal contributions are
calculated with respect to the end income, the marginal contribution of each program
to that individual’s poverty status is six, given that the other two programs pushed her
out of poverty. This is the issue of path dependence that computations of the Shapley
value attempt to circumvent (see appendix 2A).
35

Younger (2018).
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2.2.28 Marginal Contributions to Vertical Equity and Reranking
The marginal contribution to poverty or inequality is defined based on the fiscal intervention and a particular core income concept; for example, the marginal contribution of Bolsa Familia to inequality, with respect to Disposable Income, is calculated as
the Gini of Disposable Income without (minus) Bolsa Familia minus the Gini of Disposable Income.36 For the marginal contribution to vertical equity or reranking, however, both an initial and end income must be defined, so that, for example, the marginal contribution of Bolsa Familia to the vertical equity goes from Market to
Disposable Income. Specifically, these more complex marginal contribution indicators are calculated as follows.
Since t hese can be defined for any initial and end incomes (not necessarily the
ones we typically consider prefiscal and postfiscal incomes), we change the notation
slightly. Let X denote initial income, Z denote end income, and Z\T1 (Z\B1) be the Z
income concept without tax T1 (without benefit B1). For example, suppose Z is Final
Income, T1 is personal income taxes, and B1 is a conditional cash transfer (CCT). Then
Z\T1 is constructed by adding personal income taxes to Final Income (by adding them,
we get Final Income prior to subtracting out personal income taxes), and Z\B1 is constructed by subtracting CCT benefits from Final Income (by subtracting them, we get
Final Income prior to adding in CCT benefits).
The marginal contribution of tax T1 to vertical equity going from income concept
X to income concept Z is calculated as
X
MVE T1 = (G X − DZX ) − (G X − DZ\T
)
1

where G and D indicate Gini coefficients and concentration coefficients, as before. The
marginal contribution of benefit B1 to vertical equity g oing from income concept X to
income concept Z is calculated as
X
MVEB1 = (G X − DZX ) − (G X − DZ\B
).
1

The analogous marginal contributions to reranking are calculated as
X
MRRT1 = (DZX − GZ ) − (DZ\T
− GZ\T1)
1

and
X
MRRB1 = (DZX − GZ ) − (DZ\B
− GZ\B1).
1

We can also compute derivatives of these marginal contributions with respect to
the size of tax 1 or benefit 1, which can be useful if we want to know if marginally increasing the size of a tax or transfer w
 ill increase its marginal contribution. Let the relative size of tax i as a proportion of initial income be gi and the relative size of transfer j as
36

The indicators in this subsection were derived by Ali Enami.
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a proportion of initial income be bj. The derivative of the marginal contribution of tax T1
to inequality with respect to its size is
∂MT1 ∏(X , Z,T1 )+ (DXZ − GZ )
=
∂g1
1− ∑ ni =1 g i + ∑ mj =1b j
where ∏(X , Z,T1 ) = DTZ1 − DXZ . The derivative of the marginal contribution of benefit
B1 to inequality with respect to its size is
∂M B1 ρ (X , Z, B1 ) + (C XZ − GZ )
=
∂b1
1− ∑ ni =1 g i + ∑ mj =1b j
where ρ (X , Z, B1 ) = C XZ − CBZ1 .
The derivative of the marginal contribution of tax T1 to vertical equity with respect to
its size is
∂MVET1 ∏(X , Z,T1 )+ (G X − CZX )
=
∂g1
1− ∑ ni =1 g i + ∑ mj =1b j
and for benefit B1 it is
∂MVEB1 ρ (X, Z, B1 )− (G X − CZX )
=
.
∂b1
1− ∑ ni =1 g i + ∑ mj =1b j
The derivative of the marginal contribution of tax T1 to reranking with respect to its
size is
∂MRRT1
∂g1

=

∂MT1
∂g1

−

∂MVET1
∂g1

and for benefit B1 it is
∂MRRB1 ∂M B1 ∂MVEB1
=
−
.
∂g1
∂g1
∂g1

2.2.29 Covariance
Sheet E15 shows the covariance between each core income concept, as well as each fiscal
intervention (whose column titles are currently blank, but are filled in automatically by
the CEQ Stata Package using the variable labels) with the fractional rank of the same
core income concepts, which can be used to manually calculate the Gini coefficient and
concentration coefficients. Specifically, Pyatt, Chen, and Fei (1980) and Lerman and
Yitzhaki (1984) show that the Gini coefficient can be expressed as G = (2/µ ) Cov( y, F( y)),
where F(y) is the fractional income rank in the distribution of income (or, equivalently,
the CDF of income) and μ is mean income. Similarly, the concentration coefficient of a
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tax or transfer t with respect to income concept y can be expressed in terms of the covariance as follows: C = (2/µ ) Cov(t, F( y)), where μ is still mean income.

2.2.30 Assumption Testing
Sheet E28 is meant to test various assumptions used to construct the income concepts
and quickly compare the implications of these assumptions on a limited number of summary measures (the mean, median, standard deviation, Gini, Theil, 90/10, and poverty
using various poverty lines and the headcount, poverty gap, and squared poverty gap, as
well as totals by decile and income group). For example, suppose the team is comparing
two methods for imputed rent for owner-occupied housing: the first is to use a survey
question where respondents report what they think they would rent their house for if it
were rented rather than owned, and the second is to use the prediction method, regressing rental rates against housing characteristics among the subset who rent their homes
(as described in chapter 3 in this Handbook).37 After creating a prefiscal income variable
under each of these two possible methods, these two variables would be used with the
ceqassump command to quickly compare how the decision of how to allocate imputed rent for owner-occupied housing affects mean income, inequality, and poverty.

3 CEQ Stata Package
Table 8-5 presents the user-written Stata commands that make up the CEQ Stata Package, describes the indicators that they compute, the variables for which indicators are
estimated, and the sheets of the CEQ MWB section E that are automatically populated
with results by the CEQ Stata Package commands. As described in section 2, section
D provides a summary of the results from section E and is populated using the “Fill
Results” buttons in the sheets of section D. The CEQ Stata Package requires Stata version 13 or newer since it uses the putexcel command, introduced in Stata 13, to export results directly to the preformatted CEQ MWB.

3.1 Preliminaries
To install the latest stable release of the CEQ Stata Package, include the following Stata
code in a .do file or enter it into Stata’s command prompt:38
update all
ssc install ceq, replace
Enami (2018a).
In addition to being able to install the CEQ Stata Package automatically through Stata, users
can access the most recent and previous versions of the commands at https://github.com
/skhiggins/CEQStataPackage. The development version of the CEQ Stata Package (which sometimes includes updates and bug fixes that have not yet been incorporated into the stable version)
can be automatically installed in Stata with net install ceq, from("https://raw
37

38

.githubusercontent.com/skhiggins/CEQStataPackage/master/")
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Table 8-5
Commands in the CEQ Stata Package
Command

Indicators

Variables

Sheet of CEQ MWB
section E

ceqppp

Preliminary command to
obtain numbers needed for
PPP conversions
Percent with non-zero, mean,
standard deviation, median,
percent of income

N/A

N/A

Core income
concepts and
fiscal
interventions
Core income
concepts

E1. Descriptive
statistics

Extended income
concepts

E2b. Ext. population

Core income
concepts

E3. Lorenz

Core income
concepts
Core income
concepts (from
one income
concept to
another)

E4. Inequality of
opportunity
E5. Fisc. impoverishment, E6. Fisc. gains
to the poor

Pairs of core
income concepts

E7. Statistical
significance

ceqdes

ceqpop

ceqextpop

ceqlorenz

ceqiop
ceqfi

ceqstatsig

Population (number of
households, number of
individuals, in sample and in
expanded sample) by decile,
group, centile, and bin
Population (number of
households, number of
individuals, in sample and in
expanded sample) by decile,
group, centile, and bin
Mean, median, standard
deviation; inequality (Gini,
S-Gini, Theil, 90/10); poverty
(headcount index, poverty
gap, squared poverty gap);
income totals by decile,
group, centile, bin; shares,
cumulative shares, anonymous incidence by decile,
group
Inequality of opportunity
using mean log deviation
Fiscal impoverishment (FI
headcount, FI headcount
among postfiscal poor, total
FI, per capita FI, per capita FI
normalized by the poverty
line); fiscal gains of the poor
(same as above for FGP
instead of FI)
Statistical significance
(p-values) for changes in
inequality, poverty, concentration coefficients

E2. Population

(continued)
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Table 8-5

(continued)
Sheet of CEQ MWB
section E

Command

Indicators

Variables

ceqdom

Dominance tests

E8. Dominance

ceqef

Effectiveness indicators

ceqconc

Mean, median, standard
deviation, concentration
coefficient, redistributive
effect, Reynolds-Smolensky
index, reranking effect;
concentration totals by decile,
group, centile, bin; concentration shares, cumulative
shares, non-anonymous
incidence by decile, group
Mean, median, standard
deviation, concentration
coefficient, Kakwani index;
totals by decile, group,
centile, bin; shares, cumulative shares, non-anonymous
incidence by decile, group
Mean, median, standard
deviation; inequality (Gini,
S-Gini, Theil, 90/10); poverty
(headcount, poverty gap,
squared poverty gap); concentration coefficients ranked by
each core income concept;
income totals by decile, group,
centile, bin; shares, cumulative
shares, anonymous incidence
by decile, group
Marginal contributions to
inequality, progressivity,
vertical and horizontal
equity, poverty

Core income
concepts
Core income
concepts
Core income
concepts;
separate sheet for
ranking by each
core income
concept

Fiscal interventions, separate
sheet for ranking
by each core
income concept

E11. Fiscal interventions (eight sheets
E11.m, . . . , E11.f)

Extended income
concepts,
separate sheet for
extended income
concepts with
respect to each
core income
concept

E12. Extended
income concepts
(eight sheets
E12.m, . . . , E12.f)

Fiscal interventions, separate
sheet for ranking
by each core
income concept
Extended income
concepts, separate
sheet for extended income
concepts with
respect to each
core income
concept

E13. Marg. contrib.
(eight sheets
E13.m, . . . , E13.f)

ceqfiscal

ceqextend

ceqmarg

ceqefext
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E9. Effectiveness
E10. Concentration
(eight sheets
E10.m, . . . , E10.f)

E14. Effectiveness
(eight sheets
E14.m, . . . , E14.f)
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Command

Indicators

Variables

ceqcov

Covariance

ceqextsig

ceqdomext

Statistical significance
(p-values) for changes in
inequality, poverty, concentration coefficients
Dominance tests

Core income
concepts and
fiscal
interventions
Extended income
concepts

ceqcoverage

Coverage

ceqtarget

Coverage for target
population

ceqeduc

Education enrollment rates

ceqinfra

Infrastructure access

ceqhhchar

Household sociodemographic
characteristics

ceqindchar

Individual sociodemographic
characteristics

ceqgraph
progressivity

Graphs of Lorenz curves

Extended income
concepts
Fiscal interventions, separate
sheet for ranking
by each core
income concept
Fiscal interventions, separate
sheet for ranking
by each core
income concept
Education
enrollment by
level; age
Infrastructure
access variables
Household-level
sociodemographic characteristic variables
and core income
concepts
Individual-level
sociodemographic characteristic variables
and core income
concepts
Core income
concepts

Sheet of CEQ MWB
section E
E15. Covariance

E16. Extended
income stat. sig.
(eight sheets
E16.m, . . . , E16.f)
E17. Dominance
tests (eight sheets
E17.m, . . . , E17.f)
E18. Coverage t ables
(eight sheets
E18.m, . . . , E18.f)
E19. Coverage
(target) (eight sheets
E19.m, . . . , E19.f)
E20. Edu.
Enrollment rates
(eight sheets
E20.m, . . . , E20.f)
E21. Infrastructure
Access
E22. Group sociodemo. charac.
(eight sheets
E22.m, . . . , E22.f)
E23. Indiv. sociodemo. charac.
(eight sheets
E23.m, . . . , E23.f)
E24. Lorenz curves
(continued)
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Table 8-5

(continued)
Sheet of CEQ MWB
section E

Command

Indicators

Variables

ceqgraph
conc

Graphs of concentration
curves
Graphs of cumulative
distribution functions
Graphs of FI and FGP
headcounts; FI and FGP per
capita; FI and FGP per capita
normalized by the poverty
line; and total FI and FGP,
over different poverty lines

Core income
concepts
Core income
concepts
Core income
concepts (from
one income
concept to
another)

E25. Concentration
curves
E26. CDF

Any income
concept created
to test
assumptions
Core income
concepts,
extended income
concepts, fiscal
interventions

E28. Assumptions

ceqgraph cdf
ceqgraph fi

ceqassump

ceqrace

Many indicators

E27. FIFGP

Section F (see
Aranda and Ratzlaff,
chapter 9 of this
handbook)

CDF = cumulative distribution function; FGP = fiscal gains of the poor; FI = fiscal impoverishment; FIFGP = FI and FGP; CEQ
MWB = CEQ Master Workbook; PPP = purchasing power parity.

Once the package is installed, a short description of each command and links to the
help files for each command can be found by typing
help ceq

Most of the CEQ Stata Package commands produce results for specific sheets of section E of the CEQ MWB, as shown in table 8-2. Th
 ese share a common structure, and
many share common options, which are described in section 3.2, Structure and Options. There is one preliminary command in the package that is used to extract the
numbers necessary to convert local currency units into PPP adjusted dollars, so that
income totals can be compared to “international” poverty lines: ceqppp. This command pulls three numbers needed to perform PPP conversions: the consumption-based
PPP conversion factor, which converts local currency from the “base year” in which
price data was collected by the ICP—usually 2005 or 2011—to dollars for the same year;
the country’s consumer price index (CPI) for the base year; and the country’s CPI for the
year of the h
 ousehold survey. The command uses Azevedo’s (2011) wbopendata to extract this information from the World Bank’s World Development Indicators (WDI).
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Table 8-6
Options for ceqppp
Option

Description

country (string)

Three letter country code (see help wbopendata)
Base year for PPP conversion (either 2005 or 2011)
Year of household survey
Store t hese numbers as locals

baseyear (real)

surveyyear (real)
locals

The syntax of ceqppp is as follows:
ceqppp, country(string) baseyear(real) surveyyear(real) [locals]

The command’s options are described in t able 8-6. If locals is specified, the needed
numbers are saved in the locals `ppp', `cpibase', and `cpisurvey'.
Consider, for example, the study for Brazil by Higgins and Pereira (2014), which
used data from the 2008–09 F
 amily Expenditure Survey (Pesquisa de Orçamentos Familiares). When the survey spans two years, authors must determine w
 hether the data
are already deflated to one of the two years; in the case of Brazil, all prices in the microdata had already been deflated to January 2009 prices by the Brazilian Geographi
cal and Statistical Institute (IBGE), so 2009 was used as the survey year. If the survey
spans two years and prices in the microdata are not deflated, the country authors
should deflate them to one of the two years before d
 oing PPP conversions. Thus, to
convert to 2005 international dollars (using the 2005 ICP):
ceqppp, country("bra") baseyear(2005) surveyyear(2009) locals

The relevant numbers are printed in the Stata results window, and are also saved in
the locals `ppp', `cpibase', and `cpisurvey', which can be fed directly into the
ppp(), cpibase(), and cpisurvey() options of the relevant CEQ Stata Package
commands, described below.
Using ceqppp rather than manually obtaining the PPP conversion factor and
CPIs from WDI has multiple advantages: it is more efficient, avoids human error,
avoids rounding error, and increases the transparency and replicability of one’s research. In addition, since the CEQ Stata Package commands print these numbers in
row 3 of each sheet of section E, ceqppp can be used by t hose conducting quality
control of a CEQ Assessment to quickly confirm that the numbers used by a country
team for the PPP conversion match those from WDI (and request an explanation from
the team if they do not match).
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3.2 Structure and Options
The CEQ Stata Package commands have a common syntax:
command [if] [in] [weight] [using filename], options

where command is the name of the command—for example, ceqdes. For most commands, there is no varlist specified after the command name because income concept
variables, fiscal intervention variables, and other variables are all specified using command options. Exceptions are discussed below in section 3.3 on specific commands.
The optional if and in arguments allow the user to restrict the analysis to a particular
subset of the data. For example, the if argument could be used to perform subgroup-
specific analyses (e.g., by urban/rural area or region) or to restrict the analysis to “non-
dropped” observations if a marker dummy variable is used to mark observations that
should be dropped.
For weights, pweight is allowed; see help weight. Alternatively, weights can
be specified using svyset.
Results are automatically exported to the CEQ MWB if using filename is specified,
where filename is the file of the corresponding sheet of the CEQ MWB. (It is a good idea
to keep a blank version of each Excel file included in the CEQ MWB and create copies
for each scenario or sensitivity analysis undertaken as part of the CEQ Assessment, adding the three-letter country abbreviation and an abbreviation of the scenario—for example, PDI for pensions as deferred income—as well as the date the analysis was run, to
the CEQ MWB copies that will be supplied to the command with using filename.)
There are a number of options that govern this automatic export, which are described in
more detail in section 3.2.8, Export Directly to the CEQ MWB.
Note that completing the different scenarios for the treatment of pensions39 requires running the command more than once, with separate CEQ MWB filenames,
and additional scenarios or sensitivity analyses would require additional runs with
other filenames. The variables used in the command’s options would be different depending on the treatment of pensions, as described in more detail below in 3.2.1, Income Concept Options, and 3.2.2, Fiscal Intervention Options.

3.2.1 Income Concept Options
The first group of options are income concept options, in which the user supplies the
variables for each of the core income concepts described in Higgins and Lustig (2018),
chapter 6 of this Handbook. The income concepts should already be adjusted for the
number of household members and, if desired, for economies of scale and adult equivalence. In other words, if household per capita income is being used (as is most com39

Higgins and Lustig (2018), chapter 6 in this Handbook.
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Table 8-7
Income Concept Options
Option

Description

market (varname)

Market Income
Market Income plus Pensions
Net Market Income
Gross Income
Taxable Income
Disposable Income
Consumable Income
Final Income

mpluspensions (varname)
netmarket (varname)
gross (varname)

taxable (varname)

disposable (varname)

consumable (varname)
final (varname)

mon in CEQ Assessments), these variables should already be in h
 ousehold per capita
terms (total household income divided by the number of members of the household).
Alternatively, if an equivalence scale is being used, such as the square root scale recommended by Buhmann and o
 thers (1988) and used for a CEQ Assessment comparing
40
Brazil and the United States, these income concepts should already be in equivalized
terms, dividing in this case by the square root of the number of h
 ousehold members.
They should be in local currency units per year, as the CEQ Stata commands automatically perform PPP conversions to dollars per day for comparison with international
poverty lines.41 When generating the income concept variables during the data preparation stage, t hese variables should be generated as double-precision variables using
generate double, in order to avoid rounding errors (which can be compounded
when applying expansion factors and summing across all observations in the sample).
IMPORTANT: Income concepts in local currency should be expressed in annual
terms to facilitate the comparison of results from the CEQ MWB with results from national accounts.
At least one income concept option must be specified for the command to run.
Table 8-7 shows the income concept options, which are used by all commands in the
CEQ Stata Package (with the exception of the preliminary commands discussed in
section 3.1).
As described in Higgins and Lustig (2018), in chapter 6 of this Handbook, there
are two scenarios for the treatment of pensions. We recapitulate these scenarios, then
show how these different scenarios can be subsumed into one set of E sheets using the
Higgins and o
 thers (2016).
The commands are flexible enough to accommodate local currency per month or day rather
than per year, but we highly recommend converting all income concept variables to annual
terms so that results can be easily compared to numbers from national accounts.
40
41
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market(varname)and mpluspensions(varname) options. Both of t hese options

should be used with the CEQ Stata commands; then the selection of a prefiscal income
concept from the results will depend on the scenario:
1. In the contributory pensions as deferred income scenario, the prefiscal income concept used for the analysis should already include contributory pensions; i.e., prefiscal income should be Market Income plus Pensions.
2. Likewise, in the contributory pensions as a government transfer scenario, contributory pensions are excluded from prefiscal income and instead counted as a transfer; i.e., prefiscal income is Market Income.42

3.2.2 Fiscal Intervention Options
The second group of options are fiscal intervention options, in which the user supplies
each of the variables for particu lar taxes, transfers, subsidies, and in-k ind benefits.
These variables should be expressed in the same units as the income concept variables—
thus, in local currency per year in household per capita or per adult equivalent terms.
Like the income concept variables, these variables should also be created using generate double during the data preparation stage.
The fiscal intervention options are included only in the syntax of commands
that provide results by fiscal intervention or extended income concepts: ceqdes,
ceqfiscal, and ceqextend. These options are described in table 8-8. All of the
fiscal intervention variables fed to t hese options should be labeled using
label variable varname ["label"]

since many of the CEQ Stata Package commands automatically use these variable
labels as the titles of rows or columns of results in the CEQ MWB. Examples of these
labels are “conditional cash transfers from Bolsa Familia (household per capita),” “noncontributory pensions (household per capita),” and “tobacco excise tax (household per
capita).” For research teams producing harmonized microdata sets to be included in
the CEQ Data Center, more detailed variable labeling instructions w ill be provided
directly by the CEQ Institute.
Each option accepts a varlist so that multiple variables can be included for each
program or tax. Th
 ere might be ten different direct cash transfer programs; each
of these would be a variable, and all ten variables would be included with the
dtransfers(varlist) option.

A third potential scenario that could be run would be to treat only the subsidized portion of
pensions as a transfer. In this case, a separate set of E sheets would have to be generated, with
Market Income including only the nonsubsidized portion of contributory pensions; Market Income plus Pensions would be equal to in the other scenarios.
42
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Table 8-8
Fiscal Intervention Options
Option

Description

pensions (varlist)

Subsidized portion of contributory pension variables
Direct transfer variables
Direct tax variables
Contribution variables
Subsidy variables
Indirect tax variables
Health in-k ind transfer variables
Health user fees
Education in-k ind transfer variables
Education user fees
Other public in-k ind transfers
Other user fees (corresponding to other public
in-k ind transfers)

dtransfers (varlist)
dtaxes (varlist)

contribs (varlist)

subsidies (varlist)
indtaxes (varlist)
health (varlist)

userfeeshealth (varlist)
education (varlist)

userfeeseduc (varlist)
otherpublic (varlist)

userfeesother (varlist)

The pensions(varlist) option should include contributory pensions.43 The
contribs(varlist)option should include contributions to the contributory pension
system.
I now provide some examples of programs included in the fiscal interventions options. dtransfers(varlist) commonly includes separate variables for each conditional
cash transfer program, unconditional cash transfer program, public scholarship program, noncontributory pension program for the elderly poor, food transfer program,
and other direct transfer programs. dtaxes(varlist) commonly includes separate variables for individual income taxes and property taxes. contribs(varlist) commonly
includes variables for contributions to each contributory program (for example, pensions, unemployment insurance). subsidies(varlist) commonly includes variables
for each indirect subsidy (for example, the CEQ Assessment for Ghana included fertilizer, kerosene, and electricity).44 indtaxes(varlist) commonly includes variables for
indirect taxes for various categories. Also, the CEQ Assessment for Indonesia included variables for the value-added tax and tobacco excise,45 while the CEQ AssessIn the third potential scenario that could be run treating only the subsidized portion of pensions as a transfer, a variable containing only the subsidized portion of pensions would be included in pensions(varlist).
44
Younger, Osei-Assibey, and Oppong (2015).
45
Afkar and o
 thers (2017).
43
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ment for Tanzania included a variable for the value-added tax, a variable for import
duties (including their indirect effects), and ten separate variables for excise taxes.46
health(varlist) and userfeeshealth(varlist)commonly include variables for
different types of care, for example, in-patient, out-patient, and preventative care.
education(varlist) and userfeeseduc(varlist) commonly include variables for
different levels of public education spending at the preschool, primary, secondary, and
tertiary levels.
In countries with health, education, or other user fees, the transfer benefits supplied to the health(varlist), education(varlist), and otherpublic(varlist) options should be net benefits. In other words, in countries where the user fee goes directly
to the government and hence the calculated benefits are gross of t hose user fees, the
variables obtained would be those from the imputation method net of user fees; in
countries where the user fee goes into the doctor’s pocket and thus the imputed benefit
based on costs from national accounts does not include proceeds from the user fee, this
net benefit from national accounts should be used (in other words, the user fee should
not be subtracted to obtain the net benefit). Even though the variables supplied to t hese
options should already be net of user fees, we also include userfeeshealth(varlist),
userfeeseduc(varlist), and userfeesother(varlist) options so that the user can
analyze the concentration of t hese fees separately, which may be of interest.
Tax, contribution, and user fee variables may be saved as e ither positive or negative values, as long as one is used consistently for all tax, contribution, and user fee
variables.
Figure 8-3 shows how the CEQ income concepts and fiscal interventions map to
the CEQ Stata commands.

3.2.3 PPP Conversion Options
Table 8-9 includes the options used to convert from local currency units to PPP-
adjusted dollars; the conversion is done automatically by the commands once the PPP
conversion factor, CPI for the base year (year of PPP, usually 2005 or 2011), and CPI
for the survey year are supplied. The PPP conversion options are included only in
commands that compare incomes to poverty lines or other income group cut-offs—
that is, the commands that have poverty results or results by income group: ceqpop,
ceqextpop, ceqlorenz, ceqfi, ceqstatsig, ceqef, ceqconc, ceqfiscal,
ceqextend, ceqmarg, ceqefext, ceqextsig, ceqcoverage, ceqtarget,
ceqinfra, ceqeduc, ceqhhchar, ceqindchar, ceqgraph cdf, ceqgraph
fi, and ceqassump.
The CEQ Stata Package commands automatically convert local currency variables
to PPP dollars, using the PPP conversion factor given by ppp(real), the CPI of the year
 ousehold
of PPP (2005 or 2011) given by cpibase(real), and the CPI of the year of the h
46

Younger, Myamba, and Mdadila (2016).
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Figure 8-3
Stylistic Illustration of Income Concept and Fiscal Intervention Options
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PGT = pensions as government transfer; PDI = pensions as deferred income.

 able 8-9
T
PPP Conversion Options
Option

Description

ppp (real)

PPP conversion factor (LCU per PPP-adjusted dollar,
consumption-based) from year of PPP (for example, 2005 or
2011) to year of PPP; do not use PPP factor for year of
household survey
CPI of base year (year of PPP, usually 2005 or 2011)
CPI of year of household survey
Indicates that variables are in daily currency
Indicates that variables are in monthly currency
Indicates that variables are in yearly currency (the default)

cpibase (real)

cpisurvey (real)

daily

monthly
yearly
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survey used in the analysis given by cpisurvey(real). The year of PPP, also called
“base year,” refers to the year of the ICP that is being used, 2005 or 2011. The survey
year refers to the year of the household survey used in the analysis. We recommend
using ceqppp with the locals option to obtain these figures from WDI, as described
in section 3.1; then these can be fed into the CEQ Stata Package commands as follows:
command ..., ppp(`ppp') cpibase(`cpibase') cpisurvey (`cpisurvey')
... other options

If obtaining the numbers for the PPP conversion manually from WDI or another
source (rather than using the ceqppp command to automatically obtain them from
WDI), make sure that the PPP conversion factor is consumption-based: if the year of
PPP is 2005, the PPP conversion f actor should be the “2005 PPP conversion f actor, private consumption (LCU per international dollar)” indicator from the World Bank’s
WDI. If the year of PPP is 2011, use the “PPP conversion factor, private consumption
(LCU per international dollar)” indicator from WDI. The PPP conversion f actor should
convert from year of PPP to year of PPP. In other words, when extracting the PPP conversion factor, it is possible to select any year. DO NOT select the year of the survey;
rather, select the year that the ICP was conducted to compute PPP conversion factors
(2005 or 2011). The base year (year of PPP) CPI, which can also be obtained from WDI,
should match the base year chosen for the PPP conversion f actor. The survey year CPI
should match the year of the household survey.
Finally, for the PPP conversion, the user can specify whether the original variables
are in local currency units per day (daily), per month (monthly), or per year
(yearly, the default assumption). All variables in currency must be in the same units,
and we highly recommend using local currency units per year, since the figures (total
Disposable Income) w ill then be comparable to analogous figures from national
accounts, which are expressed in annual terms.

3.2.4 Survey Information Options
Information about the survey is provided through the survey information options
shown in t able 8-10.
If the dataset is at the individual level (each observation is an individual), the variable with the identification code of each h
 ousehold (a unique h
 ousehold identifier that
takes the same value for all members within a household) should be specified in the
hhid(varname) option, and the hsize(varname) option should not be specified. If
the dataset is at the h
 ousehold level (each observation is a h
 ousehold), a variable
containing the number of members in each household should be specified in the
hsize(varname) option, and the hhid(varname) option should not be specified. In
 ousehold sameither case, the weight used (or supplied via svyset) should be the h
pling weight and should not be multiplied by the number of members in the household,
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Table 8-10
Survey Information Options
Option

Description

hsize (varname)

Number of members in the household (should be used when
each observation in the dataset is a household)
Unique h
 ousehold identifier variable (should be used when
each observation in the dataset is an individual)
Gives the condition identifying the h
 ousehold head (should be
used when each observation in the dataset is an individual)
Primary sampling unit; can also be set using svyset
Strata (used with complex sampling designs); can also be set
using svyset

hhid (varname)
head (string)
psu (varname)

strata (varlist)

since the program will do this multiplication automatically in the case of household-
level data.
There are two options for including information about weights and survey sample
design so that the estimates and statistical significance tests are calculated correctly.
The sampling weight can be entered in the usual fashion using weight or supplied via
svyset. Information about complex stratified sample designs can also be entered using
svyset since the CEQ Stata Package commands automatically use the information
specified using svyset. Alternatively, the primary sampling unit variable can be entered using the psu(varname) option, and the strata variable can be entered using the
strata(varlist) option.

3.2.5 Poverty Line Options
The CEQ Stata commands ceqlorenz, ceqfi, ceqef, ceqextend, ceqmarg,
ceqefext, ceqgraph fi, ceqgraph cdf, and ceqassump produce poverty results using three international poverty lines, a national extreme and national moderate poverty line, and—if applicable—an additional extreme and moderate poverty
line (for example, poverty lines produced by the regional UN Economic Commission
for the country, or the income cut-off used to determine social program eligibility if
this differs from the official poverty line). T
 able 8-11 shows the poverty line options to
control what poverty lines are used for t hese calculations.
The “international” poverty lines in PPP dollars per day can be set using the
pl1(real), pl2(real), and pl3(real); the defaults for t hese are the commonly used
US$1.25, US$2.50, and US$4 PPP poverty lines. For example, if using 2011 as the
base year for PPP conversions (using the 2011 ICP round rather than the 2005 ICP
round), the user would likely want to change the lowest poverty line from its default of
US$1.25 PPP per day, which was calculated based on national poverty lines in the poorest
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Table 8-11
Poverty Line Options
Option

Description

pl1 (real)

Lowest poverty line in PPP dollars per person
per day (default is US$1.25)
Second lowest poverty line in PPP dollars per
person per day (default is US$2.50)
Third lowest poverty line in PPP dollars per
person per day (default is US$4)
National extreme poverty line in same units as
income variables (can be a real scalar or varname)
National moderate poverty line in same units as
income variables (can be a real scalar or varname)
Other extreme poverty line in same units as
income variables (can be a real scalar or varname)
Other extreme poverty line in same units as
income variables (can be a real scalar or varname)
Proportion of median income used as for the
relative poverty line (default is 0.5, or 50 p
 ercent
of median income)

pl2 (real)
pl3 (real)
nationalextremepl (string)
nationalmoderatepl (string)
otherextremepl (string)
othermoderatepl (string)
proportion (real)

countries in 2005 using 2005 dollars,47 to US$1.90 PPP per day, based on inflating t hese
same countries’ national poverty lines to 2011 currency and converting them to dollars
using the 2011 PPP conversion factors.48 Similarly, if using 2011 as the base year for PPP
conversions, the user should specify the other two international poverty lines used by the
World Bank, $3.20 and $5.50 per day. To do this, simply use the PPP conversion factor
and base year CPI for 2011 and specify options pl1(1.90) pl2(3.20) pl3(5.50).
Poverty lines in local currency can be entered using the national
extremepl(string), nationalmoderatepl(string), otherextremepl(string),
and othermoderatepl(string) options. Local currency poverty lines can be entered
as real numbers (for poverty lines that are fixed for the entire population) or variable
names (for poverty lines that vary, for example, across space), and should be in the
same units as the income concept variables (preferably local currency units per year).

Ravallion, Chen, and Sangraula (2009); Chen and Ravallion (2010).
Ferreira and o
 thers (2016). The US$1.90 line is fairly robust to alternate methods of estimating
the global poverty line (Lustig and Silber [2016, t able 1]), such as taking the median line from a
broader set of poor countries (Jolliffe and Prydz [2016]) or a population-weighted average of
poverty lines from 101 countries (Kakwani and Son [2016]).

47

48
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Table 8-12
Income Group Cut-Off Options
Option

Description

cut1 (real)

Upper bound income for ultra-poor (default is US$1.25 PPP per day)
Upper bound income for extreme poor (default is US$2.50 PPP per day)
Upper bound income for moderate poor (default is US$4 PPP per day)
Upper bound income for vulnerable (default is US$10 PPP per day)
Upper bound income for m
 iddle class (default is US$50 PPP per day)

cut2 (real)
cut3 (real)
cut4 (real)

cut5 (real)

In addition to the above absolute poverty lines, we also estimate relative poverty
using a poverty line equal to x percent of median income (using whichever income
concept poverty is being estimated for). By default, the line is set at 50 percent of median income, but this can be changed with the proportion(real) option, which takes
values between 0 and 1 (and has a default of 0.5).
If the 2011 ICP is used, $1.90 is the official World Bank extreme poverty line.49 Researchers at the World Bank have proposed using $3.20 in 2011 PPP for lower-middle
income countries and $5.50 in 2011 PPP for upper-middle income countries50 and a
global societal—or weakly relative—poverty line equal to $1 + 0.5 times the median
consumption (or, in its absence, the median h
 ousehold per capita income) from the
51
country’s household survey.

3.2.6 Income Group Cut-Off Options
Some CEQ Stata commands produce results by income bin—for example, total incomes for those with incomes between US$0 and US$1.25 per day, between US$1.25
and US$2.50 per day, etc.; 
t hese include ceqpop, ceqextpop, ceqlorenz,
ceqconc, ceqfiscal, ceqextend, ceqcoverage, ceqtarget, ceqinfra,
ceqeduc, ceqhhchar, ceqindchar, and ceqassump. Like the poverty lines, the
income cut-offs can be adjusted, using the income group cut-off options summarized
in table 8-12.
These cut-offs are based on 2005 PPP dollars, and as described in Higgins and
Lustig (2018), chapter 6 in this Handbook, the names are based on the context of
middle-income countries. For the groups referred to as vulnerable and middle class,
the US$10 PPP per day line is the upper bound of those vulnerable to falling into poverty (and thus the lower bound of the m
 iddle class) in three Latin American countries,
calculated by Lopez-Calva and Ortiz-Juarez (2014). Ferreira and others (2013) find that
Ferreira and o
 thers (2016).
Jolliffe and Prydz (2016).
51
Jolliffe and Prydz (2017).
49
50
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an income of around US$10 PPP also represents the income at which individuals in
various Latin American countries tend to self-identify as belonging to the middle class
and consider this further justification for using it as the lower bound of the middle
class. The US$10 PPP per day line was also used as the lower bound of the m
 iddle class
in Latin America in Birdsall (2010) and in developing countries in all regions of the
world in Kharas (2010). The US$50 PPP per day line is the upper bound of the middle
class proposed by Ferreira and o
 thers (2013).
Suppose we were converting to 2011 PPP dollars rather than 2005 PPP dollars, and
thus wanted to change the cut-off for the lowest income group to US$1.90, the World
Bank’s new global extreme poverty line, and the cut-off for the second-lowest group
and third-lowest groups to $3.20 and $5.50, which correspond to the national poverty
lines typically found in lower-and upper-middle income countries, respectively.52 We
would then specify the options cut1(1.90) cut2(3.20) cut3(5.50), making the
poorest group range from US$0 to US$1.90 PPP per day, the second-poorest group
from US$1.90 to US$3.20, and the third-poorest group from $3.20 to $5.50. If we did
not specify the cut4(real) option, that cut-off would remain at its default value of
US$10, so the fourth group would then range from US$5.50 to US$10 PPP per day.

3.2.7 Produce a Subset of Results
To increase speed and efficiency for t hose wishing to produce only a subset of results
within a sheet, many commands include options to do so. The commands that produce results by decile, income group, centile, and bin (ceqpop, ceqextpop,
ceqlorenz, ceqconc, ceqfiscal, ceqextend, ceqmarg, ceqhhchar,
ceqindchar, and ceqassump) have the options nodecile, nogroup,
nocentile, and nobin to refrain from producing the corresponding subsets of results summarized in table 8-13.
The ceqfi command also includes the nobin option to not produce results by
income bin. Furthermore, to produce results for only some of the fiscal impoverishment (FI) and fiscal gains to the poor (FGP) indicators from Higgins and Lustig (2016),
the following options can be specified (where specifying none of the following options
is equivalent to specifying all of them, and hence results will be produced for all indicators): headcount to produce results for FI and FGP headcounts, headcountpoor
to produce results for FI and FGP headcounts among the poor, total to produce results for total FI and FGP; percapita to produce results for per capita FI and FGP,
and normalized to produce results for per capita FI and FGP normalized by the
poverty line.
3.2.8 Export Directly to the CEQ MWB
As mentioned above, results are automatically exported to the CEQ MWB if using
filename is specified, where filename is the file of the corresponding sheet of the CEQ
52

Ferreira and o
 thers (2016).
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Table 8-13
Produce Subset of Results
Option

Description

nodecile

Do not produce results by decile
Do not produce results by income group
Do not produce results by centile
Do not produce results by bin

nogroup

nocentile
nobin

MWB. (It is a good idea to keep a blank version of each Excel file included in the CEQ
MWB and create copies for each scenario or sensitivity analysis undertaken as part of
the CEQ Assessment, adding the three-letter country abbreviation and an abbreviation
of the scenario—e.g., PDI for pensions as deferred income—as well as the date the
analysis was run, to the CEQ MWB copies that w
 ill be supplied to the command with
using filename.) By default, each command prints to a sheet with a specific name,
which is the sheet’s default name in the CEQ MWB. If you change sheet names, you
can inform the CEQ Stata Package commands of t hese changes using the sheet(string)
option, for commands that print to one sheet; sheetm(string), sheetmp(string),
sheetn(string), sheetg(string), sheett(string), sheetd(string), sheetc(string), and
sheetf(string) options for commands that print to eight sheets, one for each core income concept; and the sheetfi(string) and sheetfg(string) options for the ceqfi
command that prints to sheets E5 for fiscal impoverishment and E6 for fiscal gains of
the poor.
The options for directly exporting to the CEQ MWB are included in t able 8-14.
Row 3 of each sheet in section E of the CEQ MWB includes information on the
country, authors, survey year, the date that the sheet was completed, and—on sheets
that require a PPP conversion only—the base year (year of PPP, usually 2005 or 2011),
the PPP conversion f actor (from base year local currency units to base year PPP dollars), the country’s CPI in the base year, its CPI in the survey year, and the resulting
PPP conversion factor from survey year local currency units (LCU) to base year PPP.
For the country, survey year, authors, and (if applicable) base year for the PPP
conversion to be automatically filled in by the command, the user should include
strings with this information in the country(string), surveyyear(string),
authors(string), and baseyear(real).53 These options should be used to provide information for users of the CEQ MWB. The ones that should not necessarily be used
are scenario(string) to capture special information about the scenario being run
53

baseyear(real) takes a real number as its argument, whereas surveyyear(string) takes a

string because the survey year may actually be multiple years. For example, in the case of Brazil
we would use the option surveyyear(“2008–2009”).
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Table 8-14
Options to Export Directly to the CEQ MWB
Option

Description

sheet(string)

Name of the sheet (this option can vary as described in
text; see help files for each command)
Country
Year of survey
Authors of study
Base year of PPP conversion (for example, 2005 or 2011)
Scenario
Group
Project
Automatically open filename with new results added

country(string)
surveyyear(string)
authors(string)
baseyear(real)
scenario(string)
group(string)
proj
ect(string)
open

(for example, it could be “adult equivalence” or “per capita” if both of t hese scenarios are
run for robustness); group(string) to specify the sub-group in analyses done by sub-
group; and project(string) to give the name of the project, e.g., “CEQ-IDB by Race
and Ethnicity.”
The date is generated automatically, and the other information about the PPP conversion is generated based on the numbers supplied to the PPP conversion options.
The open option can be used to automatically open filename after the results have
been exported to the CEQ MWB.

3.2.9 Option to Ignore Missing Values
By default, the CEQ Stata Package does not allow income concept or fiscal intervention
variables to have missing values; if one of these variables has missing values, the commands will produce an error. Other Stata commands (for example, regress) merely
exclude observations that have a missing value from the calculations. The CEQ Stata
Package commands instead produce an error because the missing values are often due
to user error: if a h
 ousehold has zero income for an income concept, receives zero from
a transfer or a subsidy, or pays zero of a tax, the h
 ousehold should have zero rather than
a missing value. For flexibility, however, the CEQ Stata Package commands include an
ignoremissing option that will drop observations with missing values for any of
these variables, thus allowing the command to run even if t here are missing values.
3.2.10 Option to Allow Calculations of Indicators with Negative Values
By default, when negative values are included for each core income concept or fiscal intervention, then the concentration coefficient, redistributive effect, Reynolds-Smolensky
index and reranking effect are not produced in ceqconc; the concentration coefficient
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and Kakwani index are not produced in ceqfiscal; Gini coefficient, Theil index, concentration coefficient, poverty gap, and squared poverty gap are not produced in
ceqextend. This is because these measures are no longer well behaved when negative
values are included. For example, these measures can exceed 1, and other desirable
properties of t hese measures when incomes or fiscal interventions are non-negative no
longer hold if negative values are allowed. For flexibility, however, t hese commands include a negatives option that allows for the calculation of all indicators despite the
presence of negative values in core income concepts or fiscal interventions.

3.3 Specific Commands
This section describes the details specific to each command and summarizes the indicators and results that each command produces.

3.3.1 
ceqdes
The ceqdes command calculates descriptive statistics for the CEQ core income concepts and fiscal interventions (taxes, transfers, subsidies, and in-k ind benefits). It exports t hese indicators to sheet “E1. Descriptive Statistics” of the CEQ MWB.
The descriptive statistics are the p
 ercent of individuals in the expanded sample
who have positive values for the income concept or non-zero values for the fiscal intervention variables. Among t hose with positive or non-zero values, the mean, median,
and standard deviation of the variable are included. Among all individuals, the total
for that variable as a proportion of total income, using each of the core income concepts in the denominator, is included. The results for the core income concepts are included in rows 11 to 18, while the results for fiscal interventions are included in rows 19
in sheet E1 of the CEQ MWB. Rows 19 on do not have names of fiscal interventions in
column A b
 ecause t hese w
 ill be filled in automatically using the variable labels of the
corresponding variables fed to the fiscal intervention options. Of the categories of options described above, the options for income concepts, fiscal interventions, survey
information, exporting, and ignoring missing values are relevant for ceqdes.
3.3.2 
ceqpop
The ceqpop command calculates the population by decile, income group, centile, and
bin for each of the core income concepts for four definitions of population: number of
households in sample, number of individuals in sample, number of households in expanded sample, and number of individuals in expanded sample. It exports them to sheet
“E2. Population” of the CEQ MWB. The command requires installation of quantiles54
to assign households to deciles or centiles.
The number of households and individuals in the sample provide evidence on
what occurs in the survey itself before applying sampling weights, and can provide evi54

Osorio (2007). To install, ssc install quantiles.
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dence about small cells (for example, some countries may have so few observations
with income below US$1.25 per day or above US$50 per day that any statistics about
these groups are inherently noisy and should not be used). The number of households
in the expanded sample shows the total households in the country represented by the
sampled h
 ouseholds, while the number of individuals in the expanded sample shows
the analogue for individuals. Note that deciles are defined such that the number of individuals in the expanded sample is as equal as possible across groups; as a result, the
size of each centile and bin for the other population definitions w
 ill not be equal. Of
the categories of options described above, the options for income concepts, PPP conversions, survey information, income group cut-offs, producing a subset of results, exporting, and ignoring missing values are relevant for ceqpop.

3.3.3 
ceqextpop
The ceqextpop command calculates the same definitions of population by decile,
income group, centile, and bin as the ceqpop command, except for the extended
rather than the core income concepts. It exports results to the “E2b.y Ext. Population”
sheets where y is a letter representing one of the eight core income concepts: m, m+p,
n, g, t, d, c, and f, which respectively denote Market Income, Market Income plus
Pensions, Net Market Income, Gross Income, Taxable Income, Consumable Income, and Final Income. The command requires installation of quantiles55 to
assign households to deciles or centiles; to install, ssc install quantiles.
As explained in Higgins and Lustig (2018), chapter 6 in this Handbook, extended
income concepts are constructed by adding or subtracting particular fiscal interventions (or bundles of interventions) from core income concepts. For example, Market
Income plus Pensions plus conditional cash transfers is an extended income concept,
as is Disposable Income minus conditional cash transfers (Disposable Income prior to
adding conditional cash transfers, but with all other direct transfers included). Even
though the results produced by ceqextpop are anonymous, and hence do not need
a separate sheet for each core income concept ranking, t here are eight sheets due to
the sheer number of extended income concepts. Continuing the example above, the
sheet for Market Income plus Pensions would include t hese indicators for the Market
Income plus Pensions plus conditional cash transfers extended income concept, while
the sheet for Disposable Income would include these indicators for the Disposable Income minus conditional cash transfers extended income concept.
A description of the definitions of decile, income group, centile, and bin is included u
 nder the ceqpop section. Of the categories of options described above, the
options for income concepts, PPP conversions, survey information, income group
cut-offs, producing a subset of results, exporting, and ignoring missing values are relevant for ceqextpop.
55

Osorio (2007).
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3.3.4 
ceqlorenz
The ceqlorenz command calculates anonymous summary statistics and detailed
information by income decile, group, centile, and bin for each of the CEQ core income
concepts. It exports them to sheet “E3. Lorenz” of the CEQ MWB. The command requires installation of quantiles56 to assign households to deciles or centiles and
sgini to calculate S-Gini coefficients.57
“Anonymous” means that the ranking is not held fixed: for example, Market Income shares by decile would have deciles defined by Market Income, while Disposable
Income shares by decile would have deciles defined by Disposable Income. (An individual in the lowest Market Income decile is not necessarily in the lowest Disposable
Income decile if reranking occurs.)
The summary statistics include the mean, median, standard deviation, Gini, absolute Gini, S-Gini with a variety of para meters, Theil, 90/10, and headcount index,
poverty gap, and squared poverty gap for a number of poverty lines. The detailed
information by income centile and income bin, at a highly disaggregated level (income bins are 5-cent groups, for example, US$0-0.05 dollars per day, US$0.05-0.10
per day, etc.), includes total income in local currency units (per year if the income
concept variables supplied to the command are annual). The detailed information by
decile and income group (at a more aggregated, but still informative, level), includes
t hese income totals in local currency and the same totals in PPP dollars per day, as
well as per capita income in local currency (per year if the income concept variables
supplied to the command are annual) and PPP dollars per day, shares of total income, cumulative shares of total income, and fiscal incidence with respect to (income relative to) Market Income, Market Income plus Pensions, Net Market Income,
Gross Income, and Disposable Income. Although t hese latter indicators are not provided at the more disaggregated level by centile and income bin (to make the command faster and the CEQ MWB smaller in file size), they can all be generated directly
with the total incomes in local currency that are produced by centile and bin, in addition to the population information by centile and bin included on sheet E2 and
produced by ceqpop.
Of the categories of options described above, the options for income concepts, PPP
conversions, survey information, poverty lines, income group cut-offs, producing a
subset of results, exporting, and ignoring missing values are relevant for ceqlorenz.
3.3.5 
ceqiop
The ceqiop command measures ex-ante inequality of opportunity based on a partic
ular circumstance set specified by users for each of the CEQ core income concepts,
Osorio (2007).
Van Kerm (2009). To install, net install sgini, from (http://
medim
.
ceps
.
lu
/
stata).

56
57
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following the nonparametric method in Ferreira and Gignoux (2011). Circumstances
are predetermined factors that are not dependent on an individual’s effort, such as
race, gender, parents’ education, and parents’ income. The command exports results
to sheet “E4. Inequality of Opportunity” of the CEQ MWB.
The circumstance sets are specified using the groupby(varlist) option. For example, one circumstance set could be (female, black, parents were college graduates,
urban): all individuals with those four traits are grouped together in one circumstance set. If the dataset is at the individual level (each observation is an individual),
the circumstance variables specified in groupby (varlist) could be defined at the individual level. In this case, the condition identifying h
 ousehold heads must be specified. For example, if we have a variable called hh _ status that takes a value of 1 for
the h
 ousehold head, 2 for the spouse, et cetera, we would specify head(hh͟status==1).
If a variable name is given rather than a condition, such as head(hh͟status),
 ousehold heads are individuals for whom that variable is equal
ceqiop assumes that h
to 1. If the dataset is at the household level, the variables given in groupby (varlist)
should be variables for the h
 ousehold head, for example, a variable for gender would
indicate the gender of the h
 ousehold head.
The indicators include levels of inequality of opportunity (mean log deviation of
the smoothed distribution as described in 2.2 above), ratios of inequality of opportunity (levels of inequality of opportunity divided by the mean log deviation for the
actual income distribution), and Shapley decomposition of contributions of each circumstance. Of the categories of options described above, the options for income concepts, survey information, exporting, and ignoring missing values are relevant for
ceqiop.

3.3.6 
ceqfi
The ceqfi command calculates the measures of FI and FGP derived in Higgins and
Lustig (2016). It exports the FI results to the “E5. Fisc. Impoverishment” sheet and the
FGP results to the “E6. Fisc. Gains to the Poor” sheet.
These indicators include the FI and FGP headcounts (where the denominator is
the total population); the FI and FGP headcounts among the poor (where the denominator is the total number of postfiscal poor for FI or prefiscal poor for FGP); total FI
and FGP (in PPP dollars per day adjusted for PPP); FI and FGP per capita (in PPP dollars per day), where k = 1/n (total FI or FGP is divided by the total population); normalized FI and FGP, where k = 1/(nz) and z is the poverty line (per capita FI or FGP as a
proportion of the poverty line). Of the categories of options described above, the options
for income concepts, PPP conversions, survey information, poverty lines, producing
a subset of results, exporting, and ignoring missing values are relevant for ceqfi. As
described above, the options for producing a subset of results in ceqfi are different
from t hose in other commands: the subset options include nobin, headcount,
headcountpoor, total, percapita, normalized.
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3.3.7 
ceqstatsig
The ceqstatsig command tests the statistical significance of the change in in
equality or poverty between core income concepts. It exports the p-values of these
tests to sheet “E7. Statistical Significance” of the CEQ MWB.
The command uses modified versions of the routines from Araar and Duclos’s
(2013) Distributive Analysis Stata Package to compute p-values for a test of the null
hypothesis that the difference between inequality or poverty estimates for two income concepts is zero. (Specifically, it uses modified versions of the commands
digini, dientropy, dinineq, and difgt; the modified code is included in
the CEQ Stata Package as ceqdigini, ceqdientropy, ceqdinineq, and
c
 eqdifgt, but t hese programs run “under the hood” and do not need to be directly
used by the researcher.)
The included measures are the Gini, absolute Gini, Theil, 90/10, poverty headcount
ratio at various poverty lines, poverty gap ratio at various poverty lines, squared poverty
gap (also known as “poverty severity”) at various poverty lines, and the concentration
coefficients of income concepts with respect to each of the eight core income concepts.
The ceqstatsig command produces matrices of the difference in point estimates as
well as the p-values from the above statistical test. Of the categories of options described
above, the options for income concepts, PPP conversions, survey information, poverty
lines, exporting, and ignoring missing values are relevant for ceqstatsig.
3.3.8 
ceqdom
The ceqdom command calculates the CEQ dominance estimations for the CEQ core
income concepts. It exports results to sheet “E8. Dominance Tests” of the CEQ MWB.
The command uses a routine from Araar and Duclos’s (2013) Distributive Analy
sis Stata Package, specifically domineq to compute the number of crossings, as well as
ksmirnov to test the equality of the two distributions. (However, these two programs
run “under the hood” and do not need to be directly used by the researcher.) The command requires installation of glcurve58 to generates two new variables with the generalized Lorenz ordinates.
Dominance estimations include number of crossings of income CDF curves as
well as concentration curves between core income concepts. The estimations also include p-values from bootstrapped Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests between the two distributions if there is no crossing. A set of matrices of estimations is produced for concentration curves ranked by each income concept. Hence, ceqdom produces eight sets of
matrices for concentration curves and one set of matrices for income CDF curves. Of
the categories of options described above, the options for income concepts, survey
information, and exporting are relevant for ceqdom.
58

Jenkins and Van Kerm (2004). To install, ssc install glcurve.
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An option specific to ceqdom is reps(real), where users can specify number of
iterations for bootstrapped Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests. The default is 10.

3.3.9 
ceqef
The ceqef command calculates the CEQ effectiveness indicators (impact and spending effectiveness indicators), Beckerman-Immerwoll poverty effectiveness indicators,59
and the FI/FGP indicators for comparisons of each of the CEQ core income concepts.
The command exports results to the sheet “E9. Effectiveness.”
Of the categories of options described above, the options for income concepts, PPP
conversions, survey information, poverty lines, income group cut-offs, and exporting
are relevant for ceqef.
3.3.10 
ceqconc
The ceqconc command calculates non-a nonymous summary statistics and detailed information by decile, income group, centile, and income bin for each of the
CEQ core income concepts. “Non-anonymous” refers to the fact that deciles, groups,
centiles, and bins are defined holding the income concept fixed within each sheet.
Hence, ceqconc produces one sheet for each of the CEQ core income concepts; the
income concept defining the ranking of each sheet will be referred to as the ranking
variable. The command exports results to the “E10.y Concentration,” where y is a letter
representing one of the eight core income concepts: m, m+p, n, g, t, d, c, and f, which
respectively denote Market Income, Market Income plus Pensions, Net Market Income, Gross Income, Taxable Income, Consumable Income, and Final Income. The
command requires installation of quantiles60 to assign households to deciles or
centiles; to install, ssc install quantiles.
Summary statistics include the mean, median, standard deviation, and a number
of measures for each core income concept with respect to the ranking variable: its concentration coefficient, redistributive effect, Reynolds-Smolensky index (or vertical equity), and reranking effect. The detailed information by decile, income group, centile,
and income bin includes total income in local currency units (preferably per year) and
PPP dollars per day, per capita income in local currency (preferably per year) and PPP
dollars per day, concentration shares, cumulative concentration shares, and fiscal incidence with respect to the ranking variable.
The detailed information by decile and income group (at a more aggregated, but
still informative, level) includes t hese income totals in local currency and the same totals in PPP dollars per day, as well as per capita income in local currency (per year if
the income concept variables supplied to the command are annual) and PPP dollars per
day, concentration shares, cumulative concentration shares, and fiscal incidence with
respect to (income relative to) the ranking variable. Although these latter indicators
59
60

Beckerman (1979); Immerwoll and others (2009).
Osorio (2007).
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are not provided at the more disaggregated level by centile and income bin (to make
the command faster and the CEQ MWB smaller in file size), they can all be generated
directly with the total incomes in local currency that are produced by centile and bin,
in addition to the population information by centile and bin included on sheet E2 and
produced by ceqpop.
Of the categories of options described above, the options for income concepts, PPP
conversions, survey information, income group cut-offs, producing a subset of results,
exporting, ignoring missing values, and allowing negative values for producing indicators are relevant for ceqconc.

3.3.11 
ceqfiscal
The ceqfiscal command calculates summary statistics and detailed information
by decile, income group, centile, and income bin for fiscal interventions (taxes, transfers, subsidies, and in-k ind benefits), where deciles, groups, centiles, and bins are defined holding the income concept fixed within each sheet. Hence, ceqfiscal produces results to eight sheets: one sheet for each of the CEQ core income concepts; the
income concept defining the ranking of each sheet w
 ill be referred to as the “ranking
variable.” The command exports results to the “E11.y FiscalInterventions” sheets,
where y is a letter representing one of the eight core income concepts: m, m+p, n, g, t,
d, c, and f, which respectively denote Market Income, Market Income plus Pensions,
Net Market Income, Gross Income, Taxable Income, Consumable Income, Consumable Income, and Final Income. The command requires installation of quantiles61
to assign households to deciles or centiles; to install, ssc install quantiles.
Summary statistics include the mean, median, standard deviation, and measures
for each fiscal intervention with respect to the ranking variable: its concentration coefficient and Kakwani coefficient. The detailed information by decile, income group,
centile, and income bin includes—for each fiscal intervention—the total received or
paid in local currency units (per year if the variables supplied to the command are annual); the detailed information by decile and income group additionally includes totals received or paid in PPP dollars per day, per capita amount received or paid in local
currency (per year if the variables supplied to the command are annual) and PPP dollars per day, concentration shares, cumulative concentration shares, and fiscal incidence with respect to the ranking variable.
Of the categories of options described above, the options for income concepts, fiscal interventions, PPP conversions, survey information, income group cut-offs, producing a subset of results, exporting, ignoring missing values, and allowing negative
values for producing indicators are relevant for ceqfiscal.

61

Osorio (2007).
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3.3.12 
ceqextend
The ceqextend command calculates the same anonymous indicators as the
ceqlorenz command, except for extended rather than core income concepts. In addition, it calculates concentration coefficients for each extended income concept with
respect to the ranking given by each core income concept. It exports results to the
“E12.y Extended Income Concepts” sheets, where y is a letter representing one of the
eight core income concepts: m, m+p, n, g, t, d, c, and f, which respectively denote Market Income, Market Income plus Pensions, Net Market Income, Gross Income, Taxable Income, Consumable Income, Consumable Income, and Final Income. The command requires installation of quantiles62 to assign households to deciles or centiles
and sgini to calculate S-Gini coefficients;63 to install, ssc install quantiles
medim
.
ceps
.
lu
/
stata).
and net install sgini, from (http://
As explained above, extended income concepts are constructed by adding or subtracting particu lar fiscal interventions (or bundles of interventions) to or from core
income concepts. For example, Market Income plus Pensions plus conditional cash
transfers is an extended income concept, as is Disposable Income minus conditional
cash transfers (Disposable Income prior to adding conditional cash transfers, but with
all other direct transfers included). Even though the majority of results produced by
ceqextend are anonymous, and hence do not need a separate sheet for each core income concept ranking, there are eight sheets due to the sheer number of extended
income concepts. Continuing the example above, the sheet for Market Income plus
Pensions would include these indicators for the Market Income plus Pensions plus conditional cash transfers extended income concept, while the sheet for Disposable Income would include t hese indicators for the Disposable Income minus conditional
cash transfers extended income concept.
Of the categories of options described above, the options for income concepts, fiscal interventions, PPP conversions, survey information, poverty lines, income group
cut-offs, producing a subset of results, exporting, ignoring missing values, and allowing negative values for producing indicators are relevant for ceqextend.
3.3.13 
ceqmarg
The ceqmarg command calculates the marginal contributions of fiscal interventions
to inequality (redistributive effect), vertical equity, reranking, the derivatives of these
marginal contributions with respect to size of the tax or transfer, and marginal contribution to poverty. It exports results to the “E13.y Marg. Contrib.” sheets, where y is
a letter representing one of the eight core income concepts: m, m+p, n, g, t, d, c, and f,
which respectively denote Market Income, Market Income plus Pensions, Net Market
Income, Gross Income, Taxable Income, Consumable Income, Consumable Income,
62
63

Osorio (2007).
Van Kerm (2009).
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and Final Income. These eight core income concepts identify the income concepts with
respect to which the marginal contributions are calculated.
Of the categories of options described above, the options for income concepts, fiscal interventions, PPP conversions, survey information, poverty lines, income group
cut-offs, producing a subset of results, exporting, ignoring missing values, and allowing negative values for producing indicators are relevant for ceqmarg.

3.3.14 
ceqefext
The ceqefext command calculates the CEQ effectiveness indicators (impact and
spending effectiveness indicators), Beckerman-
Immerwoll poverty effectiveness
indicators,64 and the FI/FGP indicators for comparisons of each of the extended income concepts. The command exports results to the sheet “E14.y Effectiveness” of the
CEQ MWB, where y is a letter representing one of the eight core income concepts: m,
m+p, n, g, t, d, c, and f, which respectively denote Market Income, Market Income plus
Pensions, Net Market Income, Gross Income, Taxable Income, Consumable Income,
Consumable Income, and Final Income.
Of the categories of options described above, the options for income concepts, fiscal interventions, PPP conversions, survey information, poverty lines, and income
group cut-offs are relevant for ceqefext.
3.3.15 
ceqcov
The ceqcov command calculates the covariance between core income concepts or fiscal interventions and fractional rank in the distribution of core income concepts.
These covariances are useful because they are a building block of the calculation of the
Gini coefficient and concentration coefficients. It exports results to the “E15. Covariance” sheet.
Of the categories of options described above, the options for income concepts, fiscal interventions, survey information, exporting, and ignoring missing values are relevant for ceqcov.
3.3.16 
ceqextsig
The ceqextsig command tests the statistical significance of the change in the
same measures of inequality and poverty as ceqstatsig, except between the extended rather than core income concepts. It exports the p-values of t hese tests to
sheets “E16.y Extended Inc Stat Sig” of the CEQ MWB, where y is a letter representing one of the eight core income concepts: m, m+p, n, g, t, d, c, and f, which respectively denote Market Income, Market Income plus Pensions, Net Market Income,
Gross Income, Taxable Income, Consumable Income, Consumable Income, and
Final Income.

64

Beckerman (1979); Immerwoll and others (2009).
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The command uses modified versions of the routines from Araar and Duclos’s
(2013) Distributive Analysis Stata Package to compute p-values for a test of the null
hypothesis that the difference between inequality or poverty estimates for extended
income concept and core income concept is zero. (Specifically, it uses modified versions of the commands digini, dientropy, dinineq, and difgt; the modified
code is included in the CEQ Stata Package as ceqdigini, ceqdientropy,
ceqdinineq, and ceqdifgt, but t hese programs run “under the hood” and do not
need to be directly used by the researcher.)
The construction of extended income concepts is explained 
u nder the
ceqextend section. The command produces matrices of the difference in point estimates as well as the p-values from the above statistical test. Of the categories of options described above, the options for income concepts, fiscal interventions, PPP conversions, survey information, poverty lines, exporting, and ignoring missing values
are relevant for ceqextsig.

3.3.17 
ceqdomext
The ceqdomext command calculates the CEQ dominance estimations for the CEQ
extended income concepts. It exports results to sheets “E17.y Dominance” of the CEQ
MWB, where y is a letter representing one of the eight core income concepts: m, m+p,
n, g, t, d, c, and f, which respectively denote Market Income, Market Income plus Pensions, Net Market Income, Gross Income, Taxable Income, Consumable Income, Consumable Income, and Final Income.
The command uses the routines from Araar and Duclos’s (2013) Distributive
Analysis Stata Package, specifically domineq to compute the number of crossings and
ksmirnov to test the equality of the two distributions. (However, these two programs
run “under the hood” and do not need to be directly used by the researcher.) The command requires installation of glcurve65 to generate two new variables with the generalized Lorenz ordinates.
Dominance estimations include number of crossings of income CDFs and concentration curves between each extended income concept and core income concept. The
construction of extended income concepts is explained u
 nder the ceqextend section. The estimations also include p-values from bootstrapped Kolmogorov-Smirnov
tests between the two distributions if there is no crossing. A set of matrices of estimations is produced for concentration curves ranked by each income concept. Hence,
ceqdomext produces one sheet for each of the extended income concepts. Of the
categories of options described above, the options for income concepts, fiscal interventions, survey information, and exporting are relevant for ceqdomext. An option
specific to ceqdomext is reps(real), where users can specify number of iterations
for bootstrapped Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests. The default is 10.

65

Jenkins and Van Kerm (2004). To install, ssc install glcurve.
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3.3.18 
ceqcoverage
The ceqcoverage command calculates coverage and leakage indicators as well as
direct beneficiary indicators by income group for fiscal interventions (taxes, transfers,
and subsidies), where income groups are defined holding the income concept fixed
within each sheet. Hence, ceqcoverage produces one sheet for each of the CEQ core
income concepts. The command exports results to sheets “E18.y Coverage Tables” of
the CEQ MWB, where y is a letter representing one of the eight core income concepts:
m, m+p, n, g, t, d, c, and f, which respectively denote Market Income, Market Income
plus Pensions, Net Market Income, Gross Income, Taxable Income, Consumable Income, Consumable Income, and Final Income.
The indicators include total benefits by group, the distribution of benefits (what
percent of benefits goes to each group), the number of beneficiary h
 ouseholds, the number of direct and indirect beneficiaries (members of beneficiary h
 ouseholds), the distribution of beneficiary h
 ouseholds and direct and indirect beneficiaries (what p
 ercent
of beneficiaries belongs to each group), coverage within each group (what percent of
households or people in that group receive benefits), and mean benefits (per beneficiary household and per beneficiary). The fit between t hese indicators and conceptual
definitions of coverage, errors of exclusion, and errors of inclusion is described in
section 2.2.13.
Of the categories of options described above, the options for income concepts, fiscal interventions, PPP conversions, survey information, income group cut-offs, exporting ignoring missing values are relevant for ceqcoverage. In addition, options to
directly mark beneficiaries are needed; t hese are described below.
To estimate the number of direct beneficiaries (the person who directly receives
the transfer or directly pays the tax), an additional piece of information is needed:
which individuals in the h
 ousehold directly received a particular transfer or directly
paid a particular tax. This information cannot be obtained from the fiscal interventions variables described above, since those variables are already at the household per
capita level. For example, they would be positive for all direct and indirect beneficiaries (other members of the direct beneficiary’s h
 ousehold). Thus, the command
ceqcoverage includes the “direct beneficiary marker” options where, for each fiscal
intervention variable given in the fiscal intervention options, a variable identifying
which individuals are direct beneficiaries (or payers) of that fiscal intervention is
given. The options are presented in t able 8-15.
For a dataset at the individual level, the variables supplied to the direct beneficiary marker options should be dummy variables that equal 1 if the individual is a direct beneficiary/payer and 0 otherwise. For a dataset at the h
 ousehold level, they should
equal the number of h
 ousehold members that are direct beneficiaries/payers. For each
category of fiscal intervention, the number of variables supplied to t hese options must
be the same as the number of variables supplied to the corresponding fiscal intervention variables, and they should be supplied in the same order. For example, suppose
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Table 8-15
Fiscal Intervention Direct Beneficiary Markers Options
Option

Description

recpensions (varlist)

Direct beneficiaries of contributory pension variables
Direct beneficiaries of direct transfer variables
Direct payers of direct tax variables
Direct payers of contribution variables
Direct beneficiaries of subsidy variables
Direct payers of indirect tax variables
Direct beneficiaries of health in-kind transfer variables
Direct payers of health user fees
Direct beneficiaries of education in-kind transfer variables
Direct payers of education user fees
Direct beneficiaries of other public in-k ind transfers
Direct payers of other user fees (corresponding to other
public in-k ind transfers)

recdtransfers (varlist)
paydtaxes (varlist)

paycontribs (varlist)

recsubsidies (varlist)
payindtaxes (varlist)
rechealth (varlist)

payuserfeeshealth (varlist)
receducation (varlist)

payuserfeeseduc (varlist)
recotherpublic (varlist)

payuserfeesother (varlist)

the dataset is at the individual level, there are two levels of education, primary and
secondary, and that h
 ousehold per capita benefits are included in pc͟primary and
pc͟secondary, and dummy variables identifying which individuals are the direct
beneficiaries are db͟primary and db͟secondary. Then the fiscal intervention
and direct beneficiary marker options for education would be educ(pc͟primary
pc͟secondary) and receduc(db͟primary db͟secondary). For fiscal interventions for which the survey does not specify who is the direct beneficiary (for example, if a question asks only whether anyone in the household receives benefits
from a program), mark one member of the h
 ousehold (for example, the head) as a direct
beneficiary.

3.3.19 
ceqtarget
The ceqtarget command calculates coverage and leakage indicators among eligible or
“target” households and individuals, as well as direct beneficiary indicators by income
group for fiscal interventions (taxes, transfers, and subsidies), where income groups are
defined holding the income concept fixed within each sheet. Hence, ceqtarget produces one sheet for each of the CEQ core income concepts. The command exports results
to sheets “E19.y Coverage (Target)” of the CEQ MWB, where y is a letter representing
one of the eight core income concepts: m, m+p, n, g, t, d, c, and f, which respectively denote Market Income, Market Income plus Pensions, Net Market Income, Gross Income,
Taxable Income, Consumable Income, Consumable Income, and Final Income.
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Table 8-16
Fiscal Intervention Target Household or Individual Markers
Option

Description

trecpensions (varlist)

Contributory pension target recipients
Direct transfer target recipients
Direct tax target payers
Contribution target payers
Subsidy target recipient’s subsidy variables
Indirect tax target payers
Health target recipients
Health user fees target payers

trecdtransfers (varlist)
tpaydtaxes (varlist)

tpaycontribs (varlist)

trecsubsidies (varlist)
tpayindtaxes (varlist)
trechealth (varlist)

tpayuserfeeshealth (varlist)
treceducation (varlist)

tpayuserfeeseduc (varlist)
trecotherpublic (varlist)

tpayuserfeesother (varlist)

Education user fees target payers
Other public in-k ind transfers
Other public target fees

The syntax is identical to that of ceqcoverage, including the use of the direct
beneficiary marker options, with one addition: a set of options to mark the target
households or individuals must also be identified.
To identify the target households or individuals, target markers are necessary. For
datasets at the individual level and programs that define eligibility at the individual
level, these variables should equal 1 for target individuals and 0 otherwise. For datasets
at the individual level and programs that define eligibility at the household level, these
variables should be equal to 1 for some arbitrary member of the h
 ousehold (good practice is to select the household head) and 0 otherw ise. In the case that an arbitrary
member of the household is marked as the target beneficiary, the target direct beneficiary results should be ignored; only the target household and target “direct and indirect
beneficiary” results should be used. For datasets at the household level, results for direct
beneficiaries of programs that define eligibility at the individual level cannot be produced, but the other indicators can. In this case, t hese variables should equal 1 for target
households (or households with at least one target individual for programs that define
eligibility at the individual level) and 0 otherwise. The options are presented in t able 8-16.
For programs where the target population is defined at the individual level, the
individual targeted should be marked as the target person in the dataset. For programs
where the target population is defined at the h
 ousehold level, the head of the targeted
household should be marked as the target person in the dataset and the direct beneficiary results should be ignored; in other words, for programs defined at the household
level, use only the household beneficiary and direct and indirect beneficiary results.
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Table 8-17
Education Enrollment Options
Option

Description

preschool (varname)

Dummy variable = 1 if attends preschool
Dummy variable = 1 if attends primary
Dummy variable = 1 if attends secondary
Dummy variable = 1 if attends tertiary
Dummy variable = 1 if preschool age
Dummy variable = 1 if primary age
Dummy variable = 1 if secondary age
Dummy variable = 1 if tertiary age
Variable = 0 if attends private; = 1 if attends public;
missing if does not attend school

primary (varname)

secondary (varname)
tertiary (varname)

preschoolage (varname)
primaryage (varname)

secondaryage (varname)
tertiaryage (varname)
public (varname)

3.3.20 
ceqeduc
The ceqeduc command calculates education enrollment indicators by income group.
The dataset for ceqeduc has to be on an individual level. These indicators are calculated at four levels of education: preschool, primary, secondary, and tertiary. The income
groups are defined holding the income concept fixed within each sheet. Hence,
ceqeduc produces one set of calculations for each of the CEQ core income concepts.
The command exports results to the sheet “E20. Edu Enrollment Rates” of the CEQ
MWB.
The indicators include target population, total population attending school, target
population attending school, target population NOT attending school, net enrollment
rates, gross enrollment rates, and share of enrolled students belonging to target population. Of the categories of options described above, the options for income concepts,
PPP conversions, survey information, income group cut-offs, exporting, and ignoring
missing values options are relevant for ceqeduc. In addition, the user must specify
education enrollments using the following options specific to ceqeduc.
The dataset must be at the individual level, and the options should be specified by
dummy variables that equal to 1 if the individual attended a particular level of education. In addition, the command includes options that allow for identifying w
 hether the
individuals are within the target age cohort for a particular level of school. Th
 ese options are specified by dummy variables that equal to 1 if the individual’s age corresponds to the target age cohort. Finally, there is an option used to indicate whether
the individual attends public school (the dummy variable equals to 1), attends private
school (equals to 0), or does not attend school (missing value). Table 8-17 provides a list
of education enrollment options.
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3.3.21 
ceqinfra
The ceqinfra command calculates the coverage and distribution of infrastructure
access by income group, for infrastructure access variables supplied by users. The
income groups are defined holding the income concept fixed within each sheet.
Hence, ceqinfra produces one set of calculations for each of the CEQ core income
concepts. The command exports results to the sheet “E21. Infrastructure Access” of
the CEQ MWB.
Infrastructure variables include electricity, drinkable w
 ater, sanitation, and roads.
These variables should be specified using varlist following directly a fter the command
name ceqinfra. Up to eight infrastructure access variables can be used. If the users
specify more than eight variables, only the first eight w
 ill be taken for calculations.
Indicators include individuals with access to infrastructure, distribution of individuals with access to infrastructure, coverage of direct and indirect recipients of infrastructure, h
 ouseholds with access to infrastructure, distribution of households with
access to infrastructure, and coverage of infrastructure for h
 ouseholds. Of the categories of options described above, the options for income concepts, PPP conversions, survey information, income group cut-offs, exporting, and ignoring missing values are
relevant for ceqinfra.
3.3.22 
ceqhhchar
The ceqhhchar command calculates mean and median values for household-level
sociodemographic characteristic variables supplied by users as well as their standard
deviation. In addition, it calculates the mean of t hese variables by income decile, group,
centile, and bin, where t hese categorization measures are defined holding the income
concept fixed within each sheet. Hence, ceqhhchar produces one sheet for each of
the CEQ core income concepts. The command exports results to sheets “E22.y GroupSociodemoCharac” of the CEQ MWB, where y is a letter representing one of the eight
core income concepts: m, m+p, n, g, t, d, c, and f, which respectively denote Market
Income, Market Income plus Pensions, Net Market Income, Gross Income, Taxable
Income, Consumable Income, Consumable Income, and Final Income.
The household-level sociodemographic characteristic variables are variables defined at household level such as “age of household head,” “access to piped water,” or
“number of rooms.” Th
 ese variables should be specified using varlist following directly
after the command name ceqhhchar. There is no limit on the number of variables that
can be supplied. Of the categories of options described above, the options for income
concepts, PPP conversions, survey information, income group cut-offs, producing a
subset of results, exporting, and ignoring missing values are relevant for ceqhhchar.
3.3.23 
ceqindchar
The ceqindchar command calculates mean and median values for individual-level
sociodemographic characteristic variables supplied by users as well as their standard
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Table 8-18
Sub-Commands of the ceqgraph Command
Option

Description

ceqgraph cdf

Graphs of cumulative distribution functions
Graphs of concentration curves
Graphs of fiscal impoverishment and gains to
the poor
Graphs of pre and postfiscal Lorenz and
concentration curves to assess progressivity

ceqgraph conc
ceqgraph fi

ceqgraph progressivity

deviation. In addition, it calculates the mean of t hese variables by income decile, group,
centile, and bin, where t hese categorization measures are defined holding the income
concept fixed within each sheet. Hence, ceqindchar produces one sheet for each of
the CEQ core income concepts. The command exports results to sheets “E23.y IndivSociodemoCharac” of the CEQ MWB, where y is a letter representing one of the eight
core income concepts: m, m+p, n, g, t, d, c, and f, which respectively denote Market
Income, Market Income plus Pensions, Net Market Income, Gross Income, Taxable
Income, Consumable Income, Consumable Income, and Final Income.
The individual-level sociodemographic characteristic variables are variables defined at individual level such as “age,” “years of schooling,” “has a bank account.”
These variables should be specified using varlist following directly a fter the command
name ceqindchar. There is no limit on the number of variables that can be supplied.
Of the categories of options described above, the options for income concepts, PPP
conversions, survey information, income group cut-offs, producing a subset of results,
exporting, and ignoring missing values are relevant for ceqindchar.

3.3.24 
ceqgraph
The ceqgraph command graphs cumulative distribution functions, Lorenz curves,
concentration curves, and fiscal impoverishment and gains to the poor. It is used with
the sub-commands summarized in t able 8-18. The options for the ceqgraph command are summarized in t able 8-19.
3.3.25 
ceqassump
The ceqassump command calculates the same anonymous indicators as the
c
 eqlorenz command, except for the income concepts constructed by users rather
than core income concepts. It is designed to be used to test at a glance how different
assumptions used to construct income concepts affect the main inequality, poverty, and distribution indicators used in a CEQ Assessment. The command exports
results to the “E28. Assumption Testing” sheet. The command requires installation
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Table 8-19
Graphing Options
Option

Description

pl1 (real)

The lowest of three poverty lines to be graphed, expressed
in PPP dollars per day (default is $1.25)
The second of three poverty lines to be graphed, expressed
in PPP dollars per day (default is $2.50 PPP per day)
The highest of three poverty lines to be graphed (and the
maximum income included in the graph) expressed in PPP
dollars per day (default is $4.00 PPP per day)
Increment for grid-based method to compute FI and FGP
(default is $0.01 PPP per day)
Set the graph scheme (help scheme; default is “s1mono”)
The directory to save the graphs in
The prefix of the saved graph names (default is “fi”)

pl2 (real)
pl3 (real)
precision (real)
scheme (string)
path (string)

graphname (string)

of quantiles66 to assign h
 ouseholds to deciles or centiles and sgini to calculate
67
S-Gini coefficients.
The income concept variables provided by users, which may or may not be CEQ
core income concepts, should be specified in varlist following directly a fter the command name ceqassump. For example, suppose the user wants to test the impact of
including or excluding own production from the Market Income measure. The user
would create two versions of Market Income (at the h
 ousehold per capita or per adult
equivalent level) and provide the variables for t hese two versions of Market Income.
Or suppose the user wants to test the impact of tax exemptions. Since income in the
survey already includes the benefits of tax exemptions, t hese cannot be added in the
same way as other benefits. Instead, the user could compare “Consumable Income
minus tax exemptions” (income that would have existed in the absence of tax exemptions) with Consumable Income to see the marginal contribution of tax exemptions
to inequality.
Of the categories of options described above, the options for PPP conversions, survey information, poverty lines, income group cut-offs, producing a subset of results,
exporting, and ignoring missing values are relevant for ceqassump.

Osorio (2007). To install, ssc install quantiles.
Van Kerm (2009). To install, net install sgini, from(http://
medim
.
ceps
.
lu
/
stata).

66
67
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